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Correction

Front Cover

In the article ‘When Is a Leaking Roof Not a
Leaking Roof?’ on page 34 of Roofing
Today: March 2017, it was incorrectly
stated that if more than 25% of the roof is
being removed, the whole roof must be
brought up to the energy-related regulations
as described in Approved Document L 2B
2016 (buildings other than dwellings).

Roofing Today would like to clarify that
the 25% rule applies to the whole
building envelope (which counts as a
major renovation), and does not apply to
individual thermal elements like a roof,
where the correct figure is 50% or more.
The Editor is grateful to Kevin Taylor,
Head of Technical Services, NFRC.
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Redland Invests in Roofers of the Future
The programme is a part of a wider
company strategy to upskill the
industry. After becoming the first
dedicated pitched roofing industry
training centre in the UK, the
Redland National Training Centre
has trained over 45,000 people.

Bumper Year for Green Roofs
As sustainable and energy-efficient construction continues to rise, the
number of planning applications for green roofs across Great Britain in 2016
surged by 34 per cent compared to the figures registered in 2015.
According to data published by Barbour Product Search, it was the
southern regions of England that dominated green roof applications in 2016,
accounting for 65 per cent of the total. Regionally, London accounted for the
highest number of applications with 266 across the year.
Housing
Across all the construction sectors it was housing that generated the most
green roof applications in 2016, with 42 per cent of the total, almost three
times the amount from the second placed commercial and retail sector.
Until last year, applications for green roofs had been stagnant since 2013.
The boost in application numbers has been linked to a number of factors
such as biodiversity awareness, environmental effects and the potential
financial benefits from installing a green roof.

David Cowell
1944 - 2017
It is with great sadness that Roofing Today announces the
death of its founder and managing director, David Cowell.
David passed away suddenly on Friday 24th March 2017 at his
family home in Liverpool.
David was born in wartime Liverpool. Growing into adulthood
at the height of the swinging Sixties, David lived in a
commune in Cornwall as a young man. Leaving the rural idyll
behind David returned to Liverpool where he joined a shipping
company and was rapidly promoted to become a senior cargo
surveyor and loss adjuster, before joining their London offices.
David married and had two sons and returned once again to
the Northwest where he established his own shipping
business carrying freight to India, Sri Lanka and South East
Asia, involving travelling extensively. This was a period of his
life he relished and often spoke of fondly in later years.
Suffering from the economic instability and demise of global
shipping in the early 1980s, David reluctantly closed his
shipping business and went into partnership to start a
publishing and entertainment company. Employing a small
troupe of actors, David greatly enjoyed hosting Murder Mystery
events at venues across the country. He also launched a local
consumer magazine, a business magazine, and local restaurant
and events guides. After caring for his mother for three years,
David launched Roofing Today magazine in 2006.

Commenting on the figures, Michael Dall, Lead Economist at Barbour ABI
said: “With an ever-growing, concerted effort to make cities greener, it is no
surprise to see London lead all regions with 47 per cent of green roof
applications in 2016.”
The mayoral elections for the six combined authorities in the UK is seen by
some to present an opportunity to introduce new regional planning
requirements that could bring about the same demand for green roofs in the
city regions as has been seen in London..
Ian Recan of Green Futures commented: “The newly elected Metro Mayors
have an opportunity to improve the urban areas they represent by insisting
on higher standards of sustainability in the built environment as a condition
of planning permissions.”
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Most recently, Redland has become
the only manufacturer offering the
Basic Competency Programme (BCP)
for pitched roofing helping operatives
to gain the three-year Red
‘Experienced Worker’ CSCS card.

David had many interests, including rally driving, clay pigeon
shooting, fishing, walking and he was a keen local historian.
He enjoyed painting and drawing and in later life became a
skilled cook and gourmet. He wrote fiction for a time, enjoying
some success by publishing articles in several special interest
magazines and with the broadcasting of a short drama on BBC
Radio 4 that imagined an ‘everyman’ character in conversation
with God, which was both humorous and poignantly profound.
David will be remembered as a fascinating raconteur, with a
great, but underplayed, sense of humour. Above all, a
generous-hearted and compassionate man, he eschewed
corporate ‘speak’ and preferred to relate to people more
personally and always with a ready sympathy.
His resolute and tenacious approach to life was often apparent
and he will be remembered by many, including his business
colleagues and employees, as a kind, ‘old-school’ gentleman,
as well as a steadfast friend. He will be truly missed.

Redland is investing in the future of the pitched roofing sector
with the launch of a programme to support young roofing
students. A range of support items for ten colleges and training
groups will be provided with technical training from the
company’s National Training Centre, a Young Redland Roofer
pack, as well as educational display materials, complimentary
tiles and accessories to practice with, plant tours and access to
online learning modules.

Health and Safety
Inspector Numbers Cut
By Quarter
Recent figures show that the number of frontline
health and safety inspectors has fallen by a
quarter in five years.
The data obtained by the union Unite, via a
Freedom of Information request, reveal that since
2010 there has been a 25 per cent reduction in the
number of Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
inspectors. In 2010 there were 1,311 frontline
inspectors; by 31 December 2016 that number had
reduced to just 980.
The cut in inspectors follows the earlier union
revelation that it takes an average of three years
and four months from the date of a fatal workplace
accident until those responsible are brought to
justice.
The HSE has seen its government funding cut by
nearly half (46%) since 2010. Although HSE funds
are topped up from its Fees for Intervention (FFI)
scheme which charges companies if they are
found to be non-compliant with health and safety
law, the amount of fees HSE can keep is capped.
Unite acting general secretary Gail Cartmail, said:
“It is clear that the HSE is being denied the
resources to undertake its role properly. In these
circumstances it is more important than ever that
union safety reps are given the training, support
and time to conduct their duties and keep their
fellow workers safe.”

Mat Woodyatt, Redland Training
Manager, says: “One can’t
underestimate the importance of
training up our next generation of
roofers. We want to address the
challenge of skills shortages in our
industry by backing its new entrants
and ensure that high standards are
the norm.”

NASC 2017 Safety
Report Celebrates
Fatality Free Year
The NASC has published its 2017 Safety
Report documenting and analysing
accident and injury statistics for its full
contracting members in 2016 –
representing over 17,000 UK scaffolding
operatives and a significant proportion of
the British scaffolding workforce.
For the fourth year running, the NASC
reports a fatality-free year. Also, despite a
14% rise in the number of NASC
scaffolders, the incidents rate is now
almost half that of five years ago and the
lowest ever recorded.

Martin-Brooks Secures
Aldi Partnership
Sheffield-based roofing contractor, Martin-Brooks,
is forging long-term links with supermarket chain,
Aldi.
In the last two years, the firm has carried out roof
maintenance and planned refurbishment at more
than a dozen of the retailer’s stores across the
North and Midlands.
Martin-Brooks was initially called in to assist with
several branch repairs and was subsequently
commissioned at the Shipley store near Bradford.
The 12-week project required the replacement of
slates and external cladding, whilst minimising
disruption to customers and staff.
Working alongside Aldi’s main building contractor,
Martin-Brooks also carried out a similar
refurbishment in Castleford. It involved fitting new
tiled roofs, external cladding and a flat roofed
extension on a very tight timescale. Further
projects have followed, including one in Batley to
correct a defective solar panel installation.
Martin-Brooks’ director, Nick Brooks, said: “We
have established an excellent working relationship
with Aldi, who appreciate our ability to
accommodate all aspects of roof repair and
flexibility to react quickly when help is required.
Our remit has now been extended to include
providing surveying services as part of the group’s
successful programme of planned maintenance and
we look forward to assisting with many more
projects in the future.”

NASC member companies also showed a
16% decrease in the frequency of manual
handling injuries, while no members of
the public were injured around NASC
member scaffolds.
NASC President, Alan Lilley said: “Once
again, the NASC Annual Safety Report
has highlighted how successful our
members are at reducing accidents
through compliance with industry safety
standards and adherence to NASC
guidance.
Not all great news
“It’s not all great news though. For the
twelfth consecutive year, slips, trips and
falls were the major cause of accident
and injury – representing a third of all
reported injuries.
“And although there was a marginal
reduction in incidents from 2015, this
still represents a major issue for the
scaffolding industry and is something we
will investigate.”
The NASC 2017 Safety Report is available
on the NASC website www.nasc.org.uk.
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Kalzip Awarded BCP Training
Status

CITB to Develop Offsite Training
and Qualifications

Kalzip is the latest roofing manufacturer to have its training
courses recognised as complying with Basic Competency
Programme (BCP) standards for roofing of this industry-wide
initiative that is driven by the Roofing Industry Alliance
(RIA) in conjunction with the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors (NFRC).

CITB plans to develop offsite training and qualifications to plug the
construction skills gap and drive forward faster housebuilding in an
effort to provide a solution to the housing shortage.
The plans come as findings from a new CITB report Faster, Smarter,
More Efficient: Building Skills for Offsite Construction shows many
large construction employers expect to adopt offsite methods within
five years, although it currently accounts for just 10% of industry
output.

The four partners of the Strategic Skills Partnership Agreement outside Shrewsbury Flaxmill
Maltings (L-R) Colin Tennant, Head of Traditional Skills and Materials, Historic Environment
Scotland; Mark Noonan, Industry Relations Director for CITB; Chris Smith, Director of Planning at
Historic England; Jason Thomas, Commercial & Property Operations, Historic Environment
Service (Cadw)

Heritage Construction Skills Gets
Major Partnership Boost
CITB has joined forces with the Welsh Government’s Historic
Environment Service (Cadw), Historic England and Historic Environment
Scotland, in a landmark partnership.
The ‘Strategic Skills Partnership Agreement’ was signed on 24 March
2017 at a launch at Shrewsbury Flaxmill Maltings in Shropshire and
sets out plans to improve the construction industry’s knowledge and
skills to preserve traditional buildings.
CITB’s Mark Noonan said: “This is a milestone agreement. We want
young people to see that you can have a great career working with
traditional buildings. Indeed, our current Apprentice of the Year, Sophie
Turner, is a stonemason who learnt her trade working on a medieval
church. Together with Cadw, Historic England and Historic Environment
Scotland, we want many more young people to follow in her footsteps
and help preserve these fantastic buildings for future generations to
enjoy.”
There are over 6.5 million traditional buildings (pre-1919) across England,
Scotland and Wales, making up a significant proportion of construction
work demand for contractors.
The four partners will work towards integrating the knowledge and skills
for working on traditional buildings into mainstream construction
training by:
l Supporting the reform of Further Education and apprenticeships to
meet the needs of the heritage construction sector and boost
apprenticeship numbers
l Increasing the uptake of training related to traditional buildings
leading to qualifications to match the individual’s skill level
l Supporting employers to attract and retain people by setting out
opportunities and entry routes that exist within the heritage
construction sector.
Chris Smith, Director of Planning at Historic England added: “We are
looking forward to working together to support the reform of
apprenticeships to meet the needs of the heritage construction sector
and boost apprenticeship numbers via the new Trailblazers in England.
Amongst other things, Historic England will be delivering on the action
plan by offering training opportunities on the forthcoming repair project
at Shrewsbury Flaxmill Maltings.”
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The report – which follows the recommendations set out in industryexpert Mark Farmer’s review of UK construction – also reveals that
nearly half of construction industry clients expect the use of offsite
construction to increase over the next five years. Its use is seen as
saving time and money and having the potential to improve quality.
The Government recently announced an additional £1.4bn of funding
for affordable homes, with an increase in offsite construction set as
an objective.
Mark Farmer said: “Any strategic shift towards pre-manufacturing
and offsite construction creates an immediate requirement to define
our future skills needs through collaboration between industry,
educators, training providers and government.”
Steve Radley Director of Policy at CITB added: “Successful offsite
management hinges on the effective integration of both onsite and
offsite functions – and this requires a comprehensive understanding
of both aspects. Our next steps will focus on the delivery of the
required employer training, knowledge and soft skills. This will also
include a review of the available training and qualifications to make
sure we address any gaps and issues.
Read the full report at: https://www.citb.co.uk/research/researchreports/offsite-construction-report

Monier Redland Appoints New
Industrial Director
Monier Redland has recruited Neil Gregory to the
post of Industrial Director to take charge of all six
UK manufacturing plants.
Commenting, Neil said: “It’s great to join a
business that’s growing organically, and where the
challenge is ramping up production to meet market
demand. For anyone in production that’s a perfect
problem to have.”
Neil comes to Redland from a group called Essentra, which he joined after
graduating from Loughborough University with a degree in Materials
Engineering in 2003. He rose from being a Process Engineer right the way
through to becoming Manufacturing Director in his 13 years with the
company, at one time being responsible for nearly 800 staff at
manufacturing sites based in the UK, Latin America, USA and Asia.
Essentra produced very different products – from cigarette filters to printed
packaging for the food industry – but Neil says that the fundamental
disciplines of manufacturing and operational management are very similar.
“When you strip these things down you use the same tools – such as
people management and production control,” he commented, adding: “I’m
looking forward to employing my skills in this new and dynamic
environment.”

The BCP aims to raise the standards of knowledge, skills
and competency of roofing operatives in the workplace and
to provide a route to attaining a NVQ LII by formalising the
training manufacturers already offer their approved
contractors and installers. Bestowing eligibilty to apply for a
red Experienced Worker CSCS card, the BCP is endorsed by
the CSCS, CPA and CITB.

Housebuilding Supply Chain is Fragmented
and Weak, Finds Jablite Round Table
On 30 March 2017, Jablite’s roundtable event saw a panel of house builders and
representative organisations discussing ‘Is the House Building Supply Chain Fit for
Purpose?’, concluding that the supply chain is fragmented and communication links
are weak.
Richard Lee, Managing Director of Jablite said, “I heard a lot of concerns being voiced
by our house builders. The skills and labour shortage is biting deep for them. This
clearly impacts on the quality and variety of the homes they are able to build. Their
dependency on sub-contractors makes this an area they have little or no control over.”

Adrian Whitefoot, Kalzip’s Technical, Training & Site
Services Manager said: “Becoming formally recognised as
an accredited BCP manufacturer for sheeting and cladding
systems will undoubtedly encourage us to further
strengthen our investment and commitment to best practice
and the provision of specialist training programmes.
Furthermore, the third party endorsement by the NFRC will
give our customers additional assurance that our approved
contractors have the suitably skilled operatives that are
necessary to install the Kalzip standing seam roofing and
cladding system.”

He continued: “The lack of technical expertise in sub-contractors and in consultancies
including engineers, surveyors and architects was also raised.”
As the interest and demand in offsite housebuilding grows, housebuilders gave a
mixed response to innovations in the industry. Richard commented: “It confirms our
view at Jablite that construction product suppliers’ innovations must be customer-led
and relevant and that collaboration is the best way to develop more complex or longterm products.
“On that front we hope to continue the conversation that started on 30 March and
would be very interested in hearing from any house builders who would like to join us
for future, more informal get-togethers.”

Sika Shows Off its Preston R&D Facility
Sika held a Press Day in May to inform trade
journalists of product developments and
future plans. Hosted at Sika’s Preston
facility, one of four premises in the UK, UK
General Manager, Dragan Maksimovic spoke
of Sika’s growth, which saw the launch of
the company on to the Swiss Market index
(the Swiss equivalent of the FTSE 100) on
the 9th May after achieving profits of 13%
globally in 2016. Dragan attributed the
company’s success to its long-term strategy of targeting emerging markets,
achieving organic growth and selected acquisitions.
Touring the R&D facilities at Preston where Sika’s low odour water-based
technology was developed resulting in its patent for i-Cure hardeners last year, the
company’s liquid applied membranes were demonstrated to display their fast
curing, rain resistance and wider application window. Proud of the role the UK has
researching products sold across the company’s global operation where a third of
sales are from products under five years old, Dragan commented: “If you have the
right team – and we do in the UK – I believe you can achieve whatever you want. I
believe it’s important to share the message ‘Made in the UK’.”

Housebuilders to Benefit from New
Timber Construction Collaboration
A new collaboration in the
engineered wood industry is
paving the way for product quality
improvements and increased skills
in roof construction for the benefit
of housebuilders.
The Trussed Rafter Association
(TRA) and the Structural Timber
Association (STA) have signed a memorandum of understanding
to work together. They will develop endorsed technical guidance
for spandrel and gable panels, and will be working on updated
codes of practice for timber roof and floor construction alongside
regulatory organisations and new build warranty providers
including the NHBC.
Other initiatives include agreeing a common approach to supply
chain fair payments, attracting new talent into the industry,
combined lobbying on apprenticeships, and options for a shared
CPD framework.
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Heritage Roofing
Historic England (formerly English
Heritage) advises government on
all aspects affecting the historic
environment. Chris Wood is Head
of the Building Conservation and
Research Team, which provides
technical advice, carries out
research and publishes the
results. He is the main author of
English
Heritage’s
Practical
Building
Conservation
book
Roofing (2013).

The Time Has Come for a Code of Practice
for Historic Roofs
Chris Wood, Head of Building Conservation & Research at Historic England

Historic buildings are key components of a
nation’s heritage. They symbolise how
generations have adapted to living and
working in a particular area and because of the
rich diversity of geology and materials found in
the UK (particularly in England), unique and
distinctive settlements have evolved. Old roofs
are vital elements in this varied tapestry.
Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, many
have been altered and more worryingly, a great
deal of local traditional detailing has
disappeared, much of it unrecorded. One of the
biggest threats to old roofs comes from the
inappropriate application of modern standards,
expressed through European and British
Standards and Codes of Practice; documents
that were often not intended for old structures.
The time has come for a Code of Practice for
historic roofs.

West Country detailing showing verges, use of mortar and cleft
laths to recreate the local vernacular.

Historic roofs add a huge amount to the
appearance of a historic building, but it is not
just aesthetics that is important. Old roofs
often retain a great deal of original fabric
enabling us to date a building where the rest
of the construction may have been
substantially altered during its history. The roof
is also key to understanding its evolution. For
example, Salisbury Cathedral still retains
original boarding for the lead on its aisles
which date from the early 13th century. A few
hundred thatch roofs retain their original flimsy
rafters and smoke blackened thatch, which are
now 600 years old. Shrewsbury Abbey displays
lead sheets over 400 years old, all of which are
oversized by today’s standards.
But it is not the exceptional examples which
are our main concern. It is the vast amount of
relatively humble buildings that were
constructed in the vernacular tradition, that are
now being lost. This tradition was one where
8| Roofing Today

roofers constructed a roof using local materials;
which meant pitches and spans were dependent
on the size of timbers, slates, tiles or shingles
and then all the detailing, such as valleys,
verges, abutments etcetera were designed to
deal with the prevailing wind, rain and snow.
Each area would see a local tradition develop
which was passed down through the
generations, but often this would be distinctly
different to another area, despite the materials
being the same.
Metamorphic slate provides a good example of
the English regional traditions developed in its
use. Although most slates were imported from
Wales from the late 17th century, nonetheless,
in England, important regional varieties were
exploited with their own traditional methods of
roofing and detailing. For example, Cumbrian
and Westmoreland slate has a long local
tradition which spread across the country from
the 19th century. Meanwhile, Cornish and
Devonian roofers made use of all the stone they
could obtain, so very small slates were made,
which, because of the relatively low pitches,
meant triple laps were used often bedded on
mortar and given a slurry coat over the top.
Lead was expensive so valleys were skilfully
constructed in slate. Sadly, all of these have
been replaced with lead and there is little
recorded evidence of their appearance and
construction detailing. Swithland slates in
Leicestershire were relatively narrow, which
again led to a distinctive form of detailing of
valleys.
Stone slating displays even more distinctive
regional differences. All were random sizes and
built with diminishing courses, but their
different sizes, textures and thicknesses resulted
in very different techniques being used by local
roofers to create weathertight roofs. Small, rough
stone slates would need steeper pitches, but
their size meant they could be used on complex
roofs with varied shapes. Another distinct
advantage of their size was they were highly
suited to valleys being swept; such a distinctive
feature of the Cotswolds and other parts of the
limestone belt. By contrast, the large sandstone
slates of the Pennines, Welsh borders and
Horsham are typified by simple gable roofs at
30°-45° with substantial valleys in chevron and
other designs.
It is not just the external appearance of a roof
that is important. Tiles and slates were usually
hung on to cleft hardwood laths whose uneven

Good conservation, of course, depends on
getting the correct materials for the job, but also
having the experienced and skilled roofers to do
the work. This was all set out in Nigel
Johnston’s article ‘Are Traditional Craft Skills
Becoming History?’ in Roofing Today, Issue 69:
March 2017.

traditional boarding is not recommended. Yet
history shows just how effective the latter has
been. Perhaps worse, today, we see boarding
being retained with a membrane proposed on top.
This is likely to significantly reduce the natural
ventilation between the penny gaps with
potentially damaging consequences.

Modern Standards and Codes of Practice

There are many other examples of conflicting
advice. Even the LSA manual can be at odds
with conservation goals. For new or replacement
work it recommends the use of the ventilated
warm roof to avoid the possibility of underside
corrosion, which means lifting the roof some
150mm causing real detailing problems on a
complex historic roof. Insistence on maximum
sizes of sheets and the installation of regular
drips, can also mean the loss of original design
with ‘overlong’ sheets, even when these had
given over a century of service as was the case at

Modern standards and codes are primarily
intended for new roofs and these may well be
very different to old roofs. Codes of Practice are
also designed so that the roof will be safe
anywhere in the British Isles, so
understandably, they err on the side of caution.
In reality, the requirements for verge slating in
west Orkney will be somewhat different to that
in a sheltered part of Cambridgeshire.

This vernacular cottage is a rare survivor and has been faithfully recorded and repaired. Good roofing practice has been employed so that despite
the small random slates, felt was not needed. Welsh cut valleys have been retained, tilts have been provided at abutments to direct rainwater away
from vulnerable junctions and no mortar is showing under the ridges. The roof is now watertight.

shape meant that tails seldom lined up; not a
fault, but a distinctive feature. Timber boarding
was more commonly used for slates than
previously thought and this offered many
advantages, notably in controlling any moisture
in the roof. Today we see a lot of this replaced
by vapour permeable membranes (VPMs), which
offer few of the advantages that good quality
softwood provided.

building. Roofs which have not been altered for
over 100 years are likely to display a lot of
evidence of past traditions (even if not original),
so listed building consent may well be required
for it being stripped and repaired, even if it is to
be returned to its previous state. The consent
procedure allows conditions to be applied
ensuring that if change is permitted, at the very
least the roof can be recorded.

Conservation

In most instances, the aim should be to ensure
that the roof is fit for purpose, but also to
minimise the loss of existing fabric and
detailing, even where this conflicts with
recommended modern practice. Provided it can
be shown that the roof has performed well in
the past, and there are no substantial changes
proposed which might affect that, then there is
no need to make substantial changes.

Most buildings with roofs of historic interest are
likely to be listed, which means that there
should be some measure of protection over
alterations. Any change which materially affects
the character or appearance of a listed building
requires consent. Today we are concerned with
changes that affect the significance of the

Two vernacular roofs, only 20 miles apart, but with different valley detailing
showing how localised these traditions could be.

That said, it must be stressed that much of this
guidance is useful and a great deal of helpful
information is included. BS5534 (Slating &
Tiling) is a good example, with very useful
advice on laps in relation to driving rain and
resistance to wind forces. The Rolled Lead Sheet
Manual is still the exemplar guidance tome with
all manner of relevant information, as are the
many publications from the National Federation
of Roofing Contractors. But all of them include
recommendations which conflict with the goals
of good conservation.
In the case of mortar, its use is expressly
discouraged following storms this century
which caused damage to new buildings.
However, the use of mortar is essential to most
historic roofs as the examples of West Country
slating traditions show. Recent failures
associated with the use of mortar can mainly be
attributed to a lack of experience in the use of
hydraulic lime. Traditionally, lime mortars have
been used successfully, although historically,
they were used much more conservatively than
nowadays, because it was known they could fail
if exposed to severe frosts, winds or sun before
they were carbonated. So best practice meant
that mortar was not exposed under the wings of
a ridge and an absolute minimum was used on
verges.
Cleft laths were very important to the
appearance of slate, tile and stone slate roofs.
Nowadays, treated softwood sawn battens of a
minimum size (25mm x 50mm) are
recommended partly because they allow a roofer
to stand on them. Vapour permeable membranes
tend to be used on all jobs and the old

The aisle roof on this church had been in place since the 1850s
but needed to be replaced as minor splits were becoming
evident. Clearly these sheets were overlong and would not
comply with the requirements of the LSA manual, yet they had
served well for over 150 years.

Wing Church (above). Fortunately, the Lead
Sheet Association and Lead Contractors
Association recognise that if conditions under the
roof have not changed then a waiver is permitted
where traditional design is replicated (often with
a higher code of lead than recommended in the
manual).
A new code
Historic England is proposing to draft a Code of
Practice for Slating and Stone Slating Historic
Roofs. The Code will be a succinct document
setting out priorities when repairing historic
roofs. A new Technical Advice Note is also
being prepared which is lengthier and will form
the background to the Code. Discussions are due
to take place with the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors, and other UK conservation
agencies to see if this might become a joint
document.
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Heritage Lead Roofs

Leaving Your Mark on History
London’s Brompton Oratory - a historical landmark conserved for future generations.

By Darren Tutt, Senior Technical Officer, The Lead Sheet Association

For myself, I am proud to have worked on some of our wonderful historic
buildings to help preserve some of our heritage. The use of lead sheet is
one steeped in its own rich history as it adorns cathedrals, churches,
historic buildings, monuments and many homes in which we live. For
centuries, its malleability and durability have made it the roofing material
most favoured by specifiers and contractors. Lead sheet provides the
ultimate maintenance-free protection against inclement weather.
Correctly detailed and fitted, it will easily outlast other roofing materials
by many, many years.

Lead sheet is mainly made on rolling mills and is known as ‘milled’ or
‘rolled’ lead sheet. This began to replace sand cast lead sheet - molten
lead poured out onto a bed of sand before being trimmed to size - on a
significant scale at the beginning of the 19th century. Most lead sheet
used in building and refurbishment work is now rolled, being
manufactured to the strict requirements of BSEN 12588:2006.
Inspections of our historical buildings usually include an assessment of
the condition of existing lead sheet. In times gone by, the understanding
of the properties of lead sheet and the way in which it should be fitted to
provide maximum longevity has changed and progressed. Experience has
taught us the best way to install lead sheet, to provide the same reliable
finish in modern times as has been proved in the past. Many buildings
now have the luxury of insulation and heating, whereas in earlier times

t

Whether we like it or not we are all part of history. In some way, we all
leave our footprint in the dust, sometimes to a significant extent and
other times to a lesser degree. No matter how small our contribution to
history what we leave for others to see is important nonetheless.
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things tended to be a lot draughtier.
Taking factors such as these into account,
along with a greater understanding of the
physical properties of lead sheet, allow us to
confidently help architects and specifiers
replace lead sheet that has reached the end
of its impressively long life; some examples I
have come across have had a life of more
than 300 years old. I cannot think of a single
example of another roofing material which
can be relied upon to the same degree. The
adversities that have affected a lead roof’s
lifespan in the past are now recognised,
meaning that when it is replaced to current
standards the chances are our important and
historical buildings will enjoy a trouble-free
life well beyond our lifetimes and probably
that of our children’s children.
The Lead Sheet Association has been in
existence in one form or another since 1926
and draws upon all those years of experience
to gauge what condition a lead roof is in at
any given time. We pride ourselves on having
a good understanding of the most likely
causes of failure and how to recognise them.

has a high coefficient of linear expansion and
where thermal movement cannot take place
freely there will be a risk of distortion and
stress, which could lead to failure. Technical
details on sizing, fixing and jointing methods
are designed to allow for freedom of movement.
2. Why does lead creep down the roof?
Inadequate fixings allow lead sheet to slip and
fall out of position. This type of failure,
sometimes wrongly referred to as ‘creep’, is
caused by using fixing methods and materials
without consideration to the weight of the lead
or the degree of exposure to wind uplift.
3. Why has lead flashing fallen out of
position?
Flashings and weatherings are often insecurely
fixed and during recent years, high winds have
shown up many weaknesses in fixing details.
All clips should hold the lead firmly in position
but with sufficient tolerance for thermal
movement.
4. Why has the lead sheet disintegrated?
Conditions can exist in well-heated buildings
in which warm moist air will filter through to

the roof structure and, unless prevented,
condense on the inner face of the sheet lead,
which could lead to corrosion. The usual signs
of corrosion from condensation are heavy white
streaks running out from under lap joints and a
white powder forming under the lead. The
corrosion process is sometimes advanced by
the presence of oak timber or an organic fibre
underlay.
5. Our gutter is always leaking.
Leakage usually occurs due to fatigue cracks or
blockage. To reduce the risk of blockage, the
installation of overflow pipes near the outlets
and heating tapes could be considered.
By following our advice and referring to the
many documents that have been produced over
the years you can be assured that any rolled
lead sheet that is installed today, either on our
older, important buildings or the more modern
constructions, will be there for years to come. If
you ever get the opportunity to be involved
with any project that uses lead sheet rest
assured that in your own way you will be
leaving your own mark on history.

Repair or Renew?
Lead roofs can be either repaired or renewed
depending upon the severity of the defects.
Inherent design faults sometimes go
unnoticed or ignored for years, resulting in
recurrent failures or leakage. It is therefore
prudent to consider complete renewal of the
lead work and bringing the design and
installation up to current standards.
However, if the lead roofing, gutters or
flashings are found to be mostly in a good
condition, with just a few minor splits, then
a few minor repairs would suffice. The
following points should be considered before
taking a decision on repairs or renewals.
m

Condition of the lead.

m

How long it is likely to last

m

Work required to adjacent materials.

m

Inherent design faults.

m

Life expectancy required.

Technical officers of the LSA receive many
enquiries and requests for technical advice.
Here we discuss some of the most common
questions relating to historical roofs:
1. Why has the lead become porous?
Lead sheet does not erode or form pinholes
except where the lead has split due to
fatigue or in gutters where there may be acid
run-off from moss-covered roofs. Failure
usually occurs in areas of stress, such as at
joints, corners, rolls, welts and fixings. If lead
sheet is either oversized or over fixed, it will
usually fail at between ten to thirty years.
Lead sheet on buildings is usually fixed
externally and is thus subjected to
conditions of changing temperature. Lead

The beautifully restored lead dome that adorns Dewsbury Town Hall.
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Heritage Clay Tiles

Today’s Clay Tiles,
Tomorrow’s Heritage Roofs
Amanda Green – Marketing Manager at SIGnature Clay Tiles
Clay has a rich global history going back to the earliest days of the roofing industry. In the
UK, clay tiles date back to pre-Roman times, and indeed, many of our historic buildings
still feature roofs with their original handmade clay tiles.
Clay tiles are renowned for their natural beauty and rustic charm characterised by shapes,
textures, and warm colours which have evolved over centuries. Thanks to their impressive
durability, they continue to enjoy popular appeal with builders and homeowners of modern
homes. However, it is when faced with restoring original roofs to their former glory that
clay tiles truly come into their own.

Reclaimed products: Second-hand or reclaimed tiles
may need to be sourced, however finding products that
have the required quality for re-use can be a real
challenge. Many reclaimed materials are sold with no
assurance of future durability, and come with the risk
of poor quality due to age, unknown previous use, and
uncertain life span. If available, these tiles must be
carefully selected to ensure they are sound and of
consistent colouring.
Traditional products: Another option is to deal with a
specialist who can source genuine handmade clay tiles
that blend in with the local area and closely match the
original tiles. Handmade clay tiles boast the ultimate
in quality, aesthetics, and performance, and having
been tried and tested for centuries, they add character
and enhance the beauty of any building. In addition,
they tend to come with genuine and robust warranties
- some up to 25 years - offering quality and peace of
mind.
Hand crafted clay tiles may also be a suitable option if
the building had these coverings at the time when it
was listed. Although the production process is not as
labour intensive as with handmade clay versions, these
tiles are naturally colourfast and durable.

Having stood the test of time, weathering with age, and adding timeless elegance to the
aesthetic character of a building, the use of products that fail to imitate the original tiles
would seriously compromise a building’s historic character. Indeed, it’s simply not
permissible to use inappropriate modern products if the building is listed, or located in a
conservation area. It pays therefore to know what can and can’t be achieved, and to always
check with the Local Authority planning department.
Consent
Generally, the requirement for heritage properties and buildings in conservation areas is
that the replacement roof needs to replicate the original. Therefore, wherever a building
traditionally had a handmade clay tile roof, tiles of the same material should be used in
restoration work in order to preserve its character and appearance. Even in the case of
minor repairs, replacement of roof products by modern substitute materials is normally
unacceptable. Whilst Listed Building Consent is required to alter the design, materials and
colour of any roofs on a listed building, it can also be required when carrying out repairs to
the structure. If in doubt, always check.

If restoring or replacing a roof on mid-late nineteenth
century and twentieth century buildings that were
originally roofed with machine made tiles, then the
same type of tiles are permitted for its restoration.
Although less durable that other clay tiles, they are
capable of holding their hue and maturing with age.
Expert help
It pays to work alongside specialist heritage and
conservation architects who will be able to offer
support with planning permission, sourcing appropriate
materials, and any specialist building methods.
Equally, it’s important to enlist the help of a reputable
roofing supplier who can help navigate through the
whole process and provide samples to ensure product
accuracy, together with a range of appropriate fixings.

Clay tiles are available as handmade, hand crafted, and machine made, and with numerous
brands to choose from, it can be difficult to know which best suits a particular project. So,
let’s consider some of the issues you may encounter and some of the options available:

Clay tiles help preserve and continue our heritage like
no other roofing product can, and turn the new roofs of
today into the heritage roofs of tomorrow. By using the
best quality clay tiles available, we have the
opportunity to preserve our architectural heritage for
generations to come.

Match existing products: Ideally, the roof would be repaired or replaced with the original
clay tiles to achieve a perfect match. However, since it’s often unlikely that the original
material will be still in supply, availability of products may be limited; therefore
alternatives may have to be sought and approved for use.

SIGnature handmade, hand crafted and machine made
clay tiles are available nationwide through SIG Roofing
branches. For further information see
www.sigroofing.co.uk or call 01480 466777.

Product choice
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Heritage Roofing

The Mastery of Traditional Roofing
It will probably come as a surprise to anyone
who’s ever seen his stunning craftsmanship, but
award-winning traditional roofer Matt Timby
never had a burning ambition to go into the
trade.
In fact, he says he fell into roofing by pure
chance, after a friend in a pub asked if he knew
someone who was looking to start an
apprenticeship.
Being at a loose end, having tried his hand at
various other jobs but failing to find one which
grabbed his interest, Matt accepted – and the rest, as they say, is history.
Now 31, Matt heads up his own firm, Timby Traditional Roofing, and until
recently had two apprentices training with him.
The company, formed in 2011 and based in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire,
specialises in conserving the roofs of heritage properties, preserving historical
architecture and restoring damaged roofs to their former glory using traditional
methods and materials.

Since specialising in traditional roofing, Matt has become an
expert in his craft, winning several prestigious awards.
Accolades have included winning the Skill Build National
Gold awards in 2009 and 2010, as well as taking the
International Federation for the Roofing Trade (IFD) World
Champion Gold in 2010. He also came away with the IFD
Presidents’ Prize at the 2012 World Championships in
Switzerland, despite having to work with unfamiliar materials
and techniques.
More recently, Matt took the double at last year’s UK Roofing
Awards: his firm took the titles for best single-lap slating and
tiling, for work with Old English clay on a house in
Wellingore; and double-lap tiling, for Spanish slate detailing.
Matt was also runner-up for Young Leadworker of the Year,
although he concedes that, being over 30, he is now “too old
for the ‘young’ competitions!”

Matt is very much the driving force behind his firm, with a passion for working
with traditional roofing materials and a love of older buildings and the history
they can tell us.
Most of his work is carried out using the same materials the roofs were
originally constructed from, be it lead, historic plain tiles, reclaimed stone
slate or lime mortars, and he has completed restoration work on a number of
iconic buildings, including Fountain’s Abbey in North Yorkshire, as well as
Lincolnshire’s 13th Century, Somerton Castle and a local Listed manor house.
Dying skills
Matt explained: “I became a roofer by chance, but discovered I really enjoyed it.
The heritage part came later on, once I’d learnt the basics; I find it fun and
challenging – you want to keep the original character of the property, and
repair it without altering it, using original materials if you can.”
He added: “There’s definitely more craftsmanship involved in using the older
materials. They’re dying skills, which I am keen to pass on to someone else.”
It was this desire to give other young roofers the same chances that he had
which led Matt to take on two apprentices in recent years. Although both have
now left the firm to follow other paths, Matt is glad he could help them on their
way.
He said: “I struggled to find a vocation when I was young, and it was difficult
to get someone to give me a chance. So I found it inspiring to pass on my craft
and knowledge to other young roofers.”
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It’s easy to appreciate just why Matt attracts such recognition.
Highly skilled and imaginative bespoke projects have included
a pair of beautifully-crafted otters either side of a chimney, a
fabulous slate rose panel and even a Star Wars slate
centrepiece.
Unfortunately Matt doesn’t get to use his considerable creative
talents too often. He said: “The unusual pieces are more like
works of art than roofing, so I only get to do them for
homeowners that have a lot of money to spend.”
But if you’ve got some cash to spare and want a unique,
handmade lead or slate ornament to beautifully adorn your
roof, Matt’s definitely your man.
“I tend to stay local to home,” said the roofer, “but if the job’s
interesting enough I’m prepared to travel!”
www.timbyroofing.co.uk.
Enquiry 08

Pitched Roof Systems

Why Use a Full Roof System?
Gavin White, Technical Product Manager at Marley Eternit

There are a number of advantages to
sourcing all roofing materials from a
single supplier. While there may be a
strong temptation to keep costs down
by shopping round for roofing products
separately, it is worth considering that
they may not necessarily fit seamlessly
together, and be tested to perform as
robustly, as a complete roofing system
from one supplier.

Most roofers will use a mix of products from different
manufacturers for non-specification, domestic, pitched
roofing work. However, the more stringent British
Standard (BS 5534) has meant roof fixing and
workmanship is under greater scrutiny. For this reason,
there is a much greater incentive for roofers to use a full
pitched roof system from a single manufacturer.
Pitched roof systems, which have been available for a
number of years, have all generally offered the same
number of roofing products. However, some of the latest
versions are far more comprehensive and include more
critical roofing elements. For instance, it is now possible
to buy a full roof system that includes:
m

Battens - pre-graded, NHBC-approved, BS 5534
compliant roofing battens

m

Universal Underlays - fully taped vapourpermeable or non-breathable underlay systems.
Zones 1-5 compatible and BS 5534 compliant

m

Roof covering - a range of clay and concrete roof
tiles and fibre cement slates

m

Dry fix, ventilation and fixings - mechanical
fixing kits, as well as mortar-free, dry fix and
ventilation systems

m

Support - bespoke fixing specifications, technical
advice, as well as free apps and online tools.
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Marley Eternit saw the benefit of a total
roofing system to contractors some time
ago and has developed products that
are designed and tested to work
seamlessly together and deliver the
expected levels of performance when
installed. This provides reassurance
about the long-term reliability of the
roof, which is particularly important
when a property faces extreme weather
like the country saw with Storm Doris.
Using a roof system from one
manufacturer also has a significant
benefit when it comes to reducing a
roofer’s installation liability.

for quality guarantees and evidence of
compliance with industry standards.
Although it may not always be the
cheapest option, the benefits of using a
single source roof system, particularly the
associated warranty, can deliver far more
value in the long term, protect a roofer’s
reputation and ultimately, minimise any
call backs to jobs.
For an increasing number of roofers, the
benefits provided by using total roof
systems are very appealing, and we’re
seeing more and more take advantage of
the benefits they offer in build performance
and reassurance for both them and their
customers.
For more information or advice about roof
systems, call 01283 722588 or visit
www.marleyeternit.co.uk/roofsystems.

Risk and reputation
The increasing focus on roof security
and quality of workmanship means that,
in the future, it could become a legal
requirement to ensure work is
compliant with the British Standard.
Using a single source roof system helps
reduce risk and protect reputation
because all products will not only meet
BS 5534, but will also have been
designed to work together.
For most contractors the most attractive
aspect of using this type of roof system
is its associated warranty. For example,
a Marley Eternit roof system provides a
15 year guarantee, as long as it is fitted
and fixed to our recommendations.
This impressive benefit can be passed
onto customers and can help win work
and boost a roofer’s business. This is
particularly useful at a time when
homeowners are becoming far savvier
about roof work and more likely to look
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UK Roofing Awards

UK Roofing Awards 2017 Roof of the Year

UK Roofing Awards 2017
I

n its eleventh year and hosted by the
National Federation of Roofing
Contractors, winners of the UK Roofing
Awards 2017 were revealed at a memorable
ceremony that took place on Friday 19th May
at the Park Plaza hotel, Westminster Bridge,
London.
Each winner was chosen from finalists across
eleven categories of roofing disciplines,
recognising and rewarding outstanding
standards of workmanship and technical
excellence.

t Lead Roofing
sponsored by Chandlers Roofing Supplies

K&M Leadwork Ltd
Goring Clock Tower, Goring-on-Thames, Oxon.
The clock tower roof had failed after 90 years,
the contractor was appointed to strip the lead
sheet and install new lead, altering the design
to prevent the previous failure reoccurring
where water had penetrated behind the posts
leading to water ingress and failure of the lead.

The winners were revealed over a lunch
attended by more than 800 roofing contractors
and other industry professionals, entertained
by TV’s Steph McGovern and the voice of the
National Lottery, Alan Dedicoat. The Awards
marked the first of a number of high profile
events planned this year in celebration of the
NFRC’s 125th anniversary.

Roof Tiling

t

Rowlands Roofing with Marley Eternit
Quintain House,
Dymock, Gloucs
Suppliers: Marley Eternit,
Tyvek
A new build property
featuring a striking,
bespoke flowing roof
design, with 60,000 hand
cut clay plain tiles.

Commenting on the competition winners,
James Talman, Chief Executive at NFRC
said: “Congratulations to all our winners. The
Awards is the highlight of the roofing
calendar and this year was no exception. The
judging panel was blown away with the
quality of entries and every winner should be
proud of their achievement.”

t Roof Slating
Contour Roofing (Essex) Ltd
St Joseph’s College, Mill Hill, London
Suppliers: SSQ Group, Proctor Group
The roof coverings to this listed
building (1866) needed to blend in to
the beautiful surroundings and views
of Mill Hill, on a complex roof design
of both refurbishment and new build works. The build required all of the
contractor’s working disciplines with the flexibility of the Sika Sarnafil & Liquid
Plastics waterproofing systems and quality of the SSQ natural slates proving
ideal for the varying and intricate flat and pitched roofing areas.

James added: “We would like to thank
everyone that entered the competition and all
those who have supported the event,
including the headline sponsor, SIG Roofing,
for their continued support and all sponsors.”
In addition to the category winners, awards
were also presented for outstanding
standards of workmanship and technical
excellence.
The CITB Exceptional Contribution to
Training, presented by Martin Noonan went
to Beverley Sexton of Jackson Jackson & Sons
Ltd for the exceptional work she has done on
organizing roofing training for operatives
in-house, with exterior agencies, on work at
height and for future generations of roofing
trainees.
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Young Leadworker of the Year competition run
by the Lead Sheet Association was won by Jay
Stubbs, a self-employed leadworker trading as
LDN Leadwork Ltd. Not only did Jay submit an
impressive portfolio of work he demonstrated
exceptional skill in a practical assessment
taking place over two days at the LSA Training
Centre in Kent

The Lead Contractors Association’s Murdoch
Sponsor’s Award went to Celtic Leadwork for its
outstanding craftsmanship demonstrated on the
roof of a Primary School in Notting Hill, London.
Meanwhile, Conservation Leadwork Ltd won The
Murdoch Award for its excellent work on Culham
Court Chapel in Henley on Thames.
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Roles Broderick Roofing Ltd
Exeter College, University of Oxford, Oxfordshire
Suppliers: Rimex Metals, Foamglas
The construction of a prestigious new college block
with teaching and student accommodation.
Maintaining the original listed Victorian façade all within
Oxford city centre. The building was designed to
provide a stark contrast between the old and very
contemporary new curved stainless steel building.

Sheeting & Cladding sponsored by ECIC
t

Green Roofing

Sky Garden Ltd with Topek Ltd
Macallan Distillery, Aberlour, Moray
The Macallan stands for quality, craftsmanship and luxury.
The eye-catching roof for their distillery certainly instils
these brand qualities. Sky Garden were selected by the
landscape architects to assist with the design in 2014 and
were delighted to see this prestigious project all the way
through to its impressive fulfilment.
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Single Ply Roofing

Carlisle Construction Materials
Ltd with Topek Ltd
Macallan Distillery, Aberlour, Moray
Suppliers: Resitrix
Prestigious and bespoke large scale
project of a new build extension located
alongside the clients existing facilities.

t

Gatwick Airport, Crawley, West Sussex
Suppliers: Kemper System
The existing flat roof above the IDL at Gatwick Airport’s
North Terminal was failing and experiencing internal water
leaks. This project demonstrates a first-class delivery
within a live airport environment. The client demanded the
highest standards of QHSE (awards won), security, zero
defects and delivery within the tightest of timescales.

t

Mitie Tilley Roofing

Hard Metal Roofing

t

t

Liquid Applied Waterproofing

Lakesmere
Greenwich Energy Centre (Optic Cloak), London
Suppliers: Kingspan, Trimo UK Ltd, SIG Trading
This new low carbon energy centre in London’s Greenwich
Peninsula development represents all that is great in modern
construction. The flue tower element, known as The Optic
Cloak, stepped outside the boundaries of usual architectural
design to that of an art installation, designed by renowned
British sculptural artist Conrad Shawcross.
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t

Mastic Asphalt/Hot Melt
sponsored by Eagleview

Prater Ltd with Radmat
Building Products Ltd
Fitzroy Place, Westminster, London
Suppliers: Radmat, Blumson Timber
Centre
Fitzroy Place is a unique collection
of prestigious new homes, enticing
stores, a restaurant and high quality
office space, all gathered around a
stunning landscaped square.
Logistically the project was
especially challenging with the
commercial and residential
elements being built concurrently limiting the distribution of materials
on site severely.

SPV Group Celebrates
an Award Winning Year!
SPV Group, the Walsall-based refurbishment experts, has had a
remarkable start to 2017, being shortlisted for several high profile awards.
In March 2017, SPV were crowned Roofing Specialist
of the Year at the 2017 Construction News Specialists
Awards for their real passion for customer service, high
standards and commitment to employment and
community.
Kate Whatley of SPV commented, “It was a great honour for SPV Group, we were
delighted to be appreciated for the passion we have for what we do and the hard
work of all members of our dedicated team.”
Furthermore, SPV Group is a finalist in the Reinforced
Bitumen Membranes category for a UK Roofing
Awards 2017. Shortlisted for their project at Four
Seasons Shopping Centre, Mansfield, SPV was
selected for the degree of difficulty, workmanship,
problem-solving, contribution to the built environment,
environmental qualities and the aesthetics of the build.
And, as if that wasn’t achievement enough, the business
is a Gold Winner of the NFRC Health and Safety in
the UK Roofing Awards 2017.

t

Heritage Roofing sponsored by
Klober Ltd

Howard Evans, Managing Director of SPV Group
commented: “We were delighted to receive this award
acknowledging our continued commitment to the highest levels of
health and safety within the business”

www.spv-group.co.uk

Emerton Roofing (Western) Ltd
The Boat House, Cheshire

Enquiry 48

Suppliers: Celotex
The iconic building features a collection of
highly decorated roof slopes, through the use
of pattern tiles. Through tireless effort, skill
and careful consideration, Emerton has
brought this roof back to its former glory.

t

Reinforced Bitumen Membranes

M&J Group
Fleet Bank House, London
Suppliers: IKO Plc
An incredibly complex project over highly sensitive government
offices where roof mounted plant could not be moved or altered.
M&J worked tirelessly in
assisting with the
specification and design,
ensuring that the building
was fully watertight, with
no disruption to the internal
offices and completed to a
tight deadline.
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Contractor’s Column

Roofing Contractors and Their Insurers:
‘It’s An Ill Wind That Blows No Good’

Tony Burke, Managing Director of Avonside Group Services
As we approach the warmer months and people’s minds turn to BBQ’s,
holidays and the seaside, it’s a time when roofing activity in both business-tobusiness and business-to-consumer surges ahead, unfettered by the obstacles
of adverse weather conditions.
But, as we all know, particularly for those businesses operating in the north of
Scotland, winter offers a completely different proposition. In the private
developer sector poor weather conditions can result in disruption and delay to
programmes, which inevitably drives pressure to recover schedules when more
clement conditions return.
Spare a thought though, for those businesses operating in the consumer
marketplace: when the bad weather comes, in particular high winds and storm
conditions, it’s a case of feast in the midst of famine - the feast being the
demand to repair storm-damaged roofs as quickly as possible. A good
opportunity to put in the hours and secure some lucrative returns you might
think – but, unfortunately, this is often not the case. Many of these storm
repairs will be paid out under home insurance policies and these determine the
work that can be done by roofing contractors.
Much of the damage that typically occurs during the winter months results
from severe gusts of wind which either rip off ridge tiles or puncture felt
beneath the tiles, therefore allowing potential water ingress. Work of this nature
cannot be classed as ‘short duration work’, which in turn means that it is not
suitable for work off a ladder.
And here is the winter weather conundrum for roofers; because under UK
legislation any work not classified as short duration then requires that the
attending tradesperson complies with certain regulations: Construction (Design
and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM15) which applies to all domestic
properties in the UK, and BS5534: Slating and Tiling Code of Practice.
Failure to comply invalidates both Public Liability and Employers Liability
insurance.
Obviously, conformance to these regulations and standards, and proper
attention to health and safety best practice for the safety of both homeowner
and roofing operative, results in an increased cost of works.
So far, so straightforward – there’s a famine of work in the winter because of
adverse weather conditions; storms and high winds create certain feasts of
work; that work typically becomes expensive because it is usually not ‘short
duration’ and therefore must comply with more costly regulations in order to
avoid invalidating insurance. Simple. Or at least it would be, if not for the
insurer’s response to claimants.
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With an ‘average’ cost of a typical repair costing in the region of
£1,000 and insurers allowing only a budget of circa £500, it
means that the insurance industry is in conflict with itself!
For any roofing contractor to meet the conditions of their Public
and Employer Liability insurance they have to carry out all
works according to and within the parameters of UK law.
However, insurance companies are authorising repair budgets
that cannot possibly cover the cost of all of the elements
required to fully comply.
In my opinion this is a massive contradiction and conflict of
interest.
There are so many related questions that are of concern: for
example, is the work being carried out to the right standards?
Are adequate measures put in place to protect the safety of
operatives and homeowners?
The critical issue is whether insurers are actually ignorant of the
conflict, or are they deliberately ignoring it in order to minimise
costs with a view to maximising their profitability on the back
of roofing contractors - and in the process driving those
contractors to take short cuts and risks that, if found out, would
(paradoxically) bar them from securing the insurance policies
required by law and provided by those same insurance
companies?
Let’s take a fair view and accept that, at a policy-making level,
the companies are unaware of the contradiction they’ve created,
resulting, as it does, from the law of unintended consequences.
What can and should be done to resolve the situation? In my
view, this is an issue that the representative bodies
representing the roofing sector should look into more carefully.
They could gather evidence by talking to reputable contractors
in the sector and seek early representations with their parallel
organisations in the insurance sector.
If meaningful dialogue can be established then perhaps the
winter weather conundrum can be resolved. If roofing
contractors can take the feast of storm damage work amidst the
famine of winter conditions, then perhaps it really will be ‘an ill
wind that blows nobody any good.’
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Koraflex Feature

Koraflex Plus: Q&A
Koraflex Plus is the latest addition to Wienerberger's range of roof flashing
solutions. Offered as a replacement to lead with easy installation, environmental
performance and long-term value, Roofing Today asked Richard Bishop, Roof
Category Marketing Manager at Wienerberger to tell us more about Koraflex Plus.

Q

Q

What distinguishes Koraflex Plus from other
flashing products currently on the market?

Koraflex Plus is a high-quality lead
replacement flashing solution. It uses the same
methods and tools that would be used with
lead, meaning the installation process is just
as easy. The product features a butyl adhesive
backing, which alleviates the need for
prefabrication or welding. Not only this, but
the material is incredibly flexible, stretching
70% lengthways and 15% width ways.
What distinguishes Koraflex Plus from other
flashing products is that it is an
environmentally safe product. Having similar
properties to lead, such as easy installation
and appearance certainly enhances the
benefits of using Koraflex Plus. Yet, as
Wienerberger’s product does not contain lead,
there aren’t the drawbacks that can often be
associated with this, including the negative
impact it has on the environment and to those
installing the material.

without the need of this, resources can be
saved. With this traditional process, if the
patination oil has not been applied, then there
is a risk of staining and streaking from the lead
flashing. However, with Koraflex Plus this
challenge is removed.

Q

What long-term value does Koraflex Plus give
to roofing structures?

The long-term value that Koraflex Plus offers is
excellent; the flashing product benefits from
being extremely resistant to UV and
temperature variation from -40°C to 90°C, with
a 15-year Wienerberger RoofSpec® guarantee
and a 25-year product warranty. With the
RoofSpec® guarantee, reassurance is given
that the roof system will continue to perform
well for years to come, with the flashing
solution itself ensuring the system is
watertight and leak free. It is also very highly
colour-stable and gives an excellent finish and
quality that is durable and pleasing to the eye.

What are the benefits of using a lead-free
flashing product, such as Koraflex Plus, for
roofing?

Lead is a very popular product due to its easy
installation and long-term value, it has been
used for many years and workers are
comfortable with using the product. However,
the main benefit of using a lead-free flashing
product such as Koraflex Plus is that you get
these benefits but for a better price.
Housebuilders can benefit from a cheaper
purchase cost, driving their overall costs down
but not at the expense of quality. It still offers
long term value, having the ability to survive
any extreme conditions just as lead would.

Q

How does the product help housebuilders
meet the sustainability agenda?

Koraflex Plus helps meet the sustainability
agenda by being both lead-free and solventfree. As a result, it doesn’t risk chemical
How might Koraflex Plus help architects and Other benefits of using a lead-free product are
that you can harvest the rainwater and be sure leaching and plays a part in reducing the
roofers work better?
amount of lead in the environment. Being leadyou are not being contaminated by lead. Being
Architects can benefit from Koraflex Plus as
free means that the product eliminates
both lead and solvent-free ensures that
they can design a system knowing it is
potential health and safety risks associated
Koraflex Plus doesn’t have the risk of any
covered with a RoofSpec® guarantee, which
with working in close contact with the
chemical leaching and makes it suitable across material, therefore benefits both the workers
provides peace of mind for future liability and
all roof types, including water harvesting
its long term value.
and the environment. The product is also
systems.
approved by the British Board of Agrément
Koraflex Plus also does not require the
(BBA).
Finally,
lead
is
a
highly
recognisable
product,
application of patination oil, which can save
which
can
often
leave
it
exposed
to
theft.
roofers a considerable amount of time when
For further information visit
working on a project. It is a traditional skill for Koraflex Plus is available in a standard grey
but also in red and black, which can be chosen www.wienerberger.co.uk/. Follow on Twitter at
a roofer to remember to use patination oil in
https://twitter.com/wienerbergeruk.
the correct way and can be time consuming, so to lessen the probability of it being stolen.

Q
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NFRC

NFRC Launches Workforce Development
Strategy for UK Roofing
The National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) has launched an ambitious four-year Workforce
Development Strategy that is designed to elevate standards and ignite growth across the roofing sector.
Seeking to attract full government and
private sector backing, support and
engagement, the new strategy is designed to
open doors to new jobs, higher standards, and
help reach UK Construction targets.
This landmark development is the result of an
independent and extensive research project
undertaken by Skyblue Research on behalf of
NFRC, the Roofing Industry Alliance and
funded by the Construction Industry Training
Board (CITB).
Key challenges

The Rt Hon David Hanson MP presents NFRC’s four-year Workforce Development Strategy at the All Party Parliamentary Group for
the roofing industry at Westminster on 28th March 2017.

The research set out to identify the key
challenges facing the roofing sector and after
engaging with a cross-sector group of 141
UK-based roofing contractors, it concluded that
a revival in the roofing sector could be
kick-started by satisfying three key objectives:

new talent
“The Workforce Development Strategy sets out
to provide insight into the specific areas of
l training availability is scarce in some
recruitment, training, accreditation and
geographies
modernisation that are perceived to be lacking
l assessment is in limited supply UK-wide
in the roofing sector. By adopting the three key
l difficulties in incentivising training and
objectives recommended in the report and
development
Objective 1: Establish the roofing sector as a
obtaining Government backing for roofing, there
professional, modern, respected and
would be added benefit to the wider
l covering costs of delivery is a bigger
aspirational sector with clear career paths; able construction industry, apprenticeship and
concern than training
to attract the best and the brightest
employment figures, and the UK economy as a
l one in five construction site deaths are
apprentices, students and new workers.
whole. We are confident that we will see a
linked to roofing
Objective 2: Formalise and standardise a higher resurgence in our sector.”
Alongside the barriers to supporting growth,
UK-wide training, accreditation and assessment
the research also uncovered several issues that
“Insisting
upon
roofing
infrastructure: to upskill and
served to cause a sense of anticipation and
contractors with
multi-skill its growing workforce.
optimism amongst participating companies:
accreditation is simply an
Objective 3: Proactive engagement with all
l business growth
roofing sector companies, suppliers and trade
essential requirement.”
l recruiting specialists
associations, and seeking endorsement and
l recruiting apprentices
commitment from all procurement stakeholders: James added: “This research and its
enabling growth, increased training, and access conclusions form the cornerstone of our strategy l more ambitious targets
to modernise practices and behaviours. These
to grants and higher standards.
l diversity in specialisms
will ultimately establish a contemporary,
l a desire for improvement
relevant professional sector which encourages
“Without doubt the roofing
opportunity and innovation. In doing so, we will l increased training numbers
sector has long felt like the
clearly demonstrate to all building owners
l closing the skill gap
poor relation of the
whether in large-scale public procurement or a
James concluded: “The roofing sector
householder carrying out an extension, that
construction industry.”
recognises its own weaknesses, yet holds a
insisting upon roofing contractors with
growing belief in the potential that could be
accreditation
is
simply
an
essential
Commenting on the Strategy, James Talman,
unlocked. Many of the actions and objectives
requirement.”
Chief Executive of NFRC said: “It’s well known
required to revitalise our industry as a career of
In attempting to uncover the barriers to
that any chain, process or greater goal is only
choice can be taken by us collectively.
supporting
growth
in
the
roofing
sector,
the
as strong as its weakest link, and without
“However, to really make a difference and to
Research project identified eight issues:
doubt the roofing sector has long felt like the
empower the roofing sector to play its part in
poor relation of the construction industry.
l specialist skills in roofing are not
the Government’s industrial strategy, we need
recognised
externally
“We have a major image problem due to a lack
full governmental and private sector backing,
of clear differentiation between a qualified
l limited training and qualification
support and engagement. The unveiling of our
skilled worker and an operative who calls
opportunities
new strategy is the first step to achieving
him/herself a roofer after carrying out a health
l outdated recruitment methods are stifling this.”
and safety test.
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Standards

Dry-Fix Roofing on the Verge
of Change
Janine Brady, Marketing Manager at SIG Roofing

Dry-fix roofing, therefore, make sense in so
many ways, yet there are still issues
surrounding this method of fixing.
Although this is soon to change, dry-fix
products are not yet governed by a Product
Standard. Therefore, whilst there is a wealth of
dry-fix products already on the market, it can
be difficult to ensure that they are all of the
highest quality. It is hoped that the Standard
will reduce any dramatic variations in product
performance and will provide confidence in
fully tested products; enabling contractors’
reputations and liability to be protected.

Every so often, a product comes along that can
transform our way of working. Such is the case
with dry-fix roofing.
Following changes to BS 5534:2014, the days of
mixing, carrying and using traditional sand
and cement mortar bedding may well be a
thing of the past. Now, more and more
contractors are choosing dry-fix systems that
require no mortar. With many benefits to be
had, we explore if this method of fixing really
does live up to its promises.
Dry-fix roofing or mechanical fixing, as it is
often referred to, is the process by which the
roof perimeter is secured or ‘fixed’ at the ridge,
hip, and verge without the use of mortar. A dryfix system typically uses screws, often
stainless steel, to attach clamps between the
joints of ridge tiles, ridges, hips and verges,
clamping them to the roof. Beneath these
screws are waterproof unions that catch any
small amount of direct rainfall and disperse it
sideways back onto the roof covering.
The benefits of dry-fixing versus mortar
bedding are worth rehearsing:
Secure fixing: bad weather can severely affect
the lifespan of mortar bonded ridge tiles. Dryfixing however (as long as it has been installed
correctly) will not blow off under normal
conditions, and given the increasing frequency
and ferocity of storms and rainwater events
over recent years, this is a real bonus.
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No maintenance: unlike mortar there is
nothing to maintain. Over time, mortar mixes
will degrade - and sometimes prematurely with verges in particular prone to mortar
failure.
Ventilation: dry-fixing provides discreet
ventilation of the roof space and helps to stop
any harmful buildup of condensation. High
level roofspace ventilation is often a
requirement in new houses.
Movement: dry-fix allows for all types of
movement that a roof undergoes. This can be
as a consequence of vibration (near main
roads or train tracks), or natural expansion and
contraction. In addition to the mortar cracking,
frost and rain can exacerbate the problem by
penetrating any hairline cracks.
Easy installation: dry-fixing installation is not
at the mercy of bad weather as these products
can be used all year round - even in damp and
frosty conditions. Equally, fixing is fast and
simple - no more wasted time going up and
down the ladder carrying mortar - and require
neither specialist skills nor tools.
Cost-effective: dry-fix roofing is actually a
faster installation method, therefore cutting
down on labour costs. Also, it has none of the
longer-term maintenance problems and costs
associated with mortar bedding.

Until then, it pays to do your homework when
selecting your products, especially since some
suppliers have been quick to capitalise on the
tendency to treat all dry-fix products as broadly
the same. Hence, it’s wise to only opt for
quality products and efficient processes that
will help avoid unnecessary delays and costly
mistakes. Also, only by sourcing dry-fixing
products from a reputable supplier who will
have conducted their own rigorous testing
before and during manufacture, can true
confidence in these products be guaranteed.
Other dry-fix issues that still need to be
addressed include; water discharging down
gable end walls where dry verge units are
installed, the bottom verge unit disengaging,
and some hip and ridge systems becoming
disengaged from the roof structure.
With dry-fix roofing well on its way to
becoming the most popular method of fixing in
this country, it’s important to get on board and
stay one step ahead of legislation. Of course,
with correct workmanship, fixing roof tiles
with mortar still offers a long lasting, secure
solution. Having said that, the best working
practice can often fall down on-site, and the
variability inherent to mortar can make
inconsistencies inevitable; leading to problems
in the future.
Over time, modern methods have replaced
many traditional construction methods, and in
the interests of best roofing practice, dry-fix
roofing looks set to continue this pattern.
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Health & Safety

Staying Safe in the Sun
We are warned before we go on holiday of the dangers of the sun and ultraviolet (UV)
rays, but roofers need to be aware of the daily risks of solar exposure and how to stay
protected says Paul Jakeway, Marketing Director at skin care specialists Deb.

Often exposed to the weather and working at
height, roofers can spend the majority of their
day in the light of a serious, silent threat to
their health. According to a recent study by
Imperial College London, working outdoors
leads to one death and around five new cases
of melanoma skin cancer a week in the UK.
The findings were no surprise, coming on top
of IOSH’s No Time To Lose campaign, which
revealed that despite working outside for up
to 7 hours a day, only just over half (59%) of
construction employees regularly applied
sunscreen.
An occupational hazard
Employers have a duty of care to protect
workers from workplace hazards and
according to Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) guidelines, UV radiation should be
considered an occupational hazard for roofers.
However, many employers are failing to meet
this responsibility, as an IOSH study
conducted in conjunction with the University
of Nottingham showed that 70% of employees
said that they had never received training on
the risks of working outside. It is a problem
which is becoming increasingly grave, as the
incidence of skin cancers rise.
The key to combating skin damage and risk
of skin cancer for outdoor workers is to
change attitudes through education, whilst
also providing effective workplace solutions.
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UV light is invisible, and there are three
types: UV-A, -B and -C. Often roofers are
confused about when protection from UV rays
is required. UV rays are not affected by
sunlight or temperature, and can’t be seen or
felt, meaning roofers are often unaware that
they are at risk.
Just to confuse roofers further, some exposure
to UVB wavelengths can be beneficial. Short
bursts of exposure to sun can set off the
chemical and metabolic reactions that
produce Vitamin D in the body. But Prof.
Andrew Wright, consultant dermatologist at
Bradford Hospital cautions: “Just 15-20
minutes of unprotected sun exposure, without
skin reddening or burning, per day, should be
sufficient for most people to produce the
required Vitamin D level.” It is important that
roofers understand when UV protection is
necessary, and how it should be applied.
Broad spectrum
When it comes to choosing an effective
solution for outdoor workers, it is crucial to
choose a ‘broad spectrum’ sunscreen which
provides protection against UVA, UVB and
UVC rays.
In applying sunscreens, for the average sized
adult it is recommended that at least one
teaspoon of sunscreen is applied to each arm,
leg, front of body, back of body and face
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(including ears and neck). It should be applied
to clean, dry skin 15 minutes before the first
exposure, and re-applied liberally every two to
three hours. For roofers at work, it is also
important that the sunscreen chosen is both
water- and sweat-resistant, to ensure
protection is maintained. Additionally, the
sunscreen should offer quick skin absorption to
slippery hands whilst working.
For roofers who spend the majority of their day
outside, a high Sun Protection Factor (SPF)
should be used – either minimum SPF30 or
SPF50 is advised, which are able to filter out
97% and 98% of incoming rays respectively.
Help and guidance in incorporating UV
protection to workplace health and safety
procedures is widely available. It is advised
that companies conduct a detailed risk
assessment before implementing protection
methods. Ideally, this should be formalised in a
Sun Protection Policy.
Through education and provision of adequate
sunscreen to workers, employers can minimise
the risk of their workers being diagnosed with
skin cancer.
For over 80 years, Deb Group has been establishing skin care
regimes for all types of workplace and public environments.
Drawing on technical expertise and offering sales support, Deb
provides employers with skin care programmes that maximise
employee participation. http://www.debgroup.com/uk
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Roof Maintenance
walls can become vulnerable at the joints,
normally caused by movement between the
brickwork. This can develop through movement
in the building or perhaps vegetation forcing
through the joint, widening any gaps further
and causing moisture ingress. Furthermore,
this problem is shared by the seams around
skylights and glazing bars, which degrade over
time due to the dissimilar materials present
and associated movement.

Belzona understands the importance of protecting roofs and how troublesome the smallest
of roofing problems can become. In actual fact, years of experience suggest that 90% of the
problems we are presented with today will arise from a mere 10% of the roof’s total area.
Thomas Belli explores how these roofing problems arise and how they can be categorised.
Flat roofs are commonly chosen for industrial and commercial buildings,
covering the vast majority of offices, factories and warehouses around the
globe. However, despite their popularity, Belzona Polymeric’s experience
indicates that the bulk of roofing applications owe to the failings of flat roofs.
This begs the question; do the benefits of flat roofs outweigh the
disadvantages?
Currently, the flat roofing market is in a particularly healthy state; in fact, the
UK commercial market covers close to 8 million m2 (86 million ft2) flat roof area
each year. It is easy to see why, as flat roofs offer a great deal of advantages:
they are a low-cost option for many projects, being easier and more
economical to install, inspect and maintain. These advantages ensure they are
highly popular roof designs for commercial facilities and industrial buildings.

However, flat roofs are historically problematic, suffering from an
array of issues commonly arising from standing water. Pooling of
water on roofs can be attributed to either inadequate roofing
design - being too flat - or poor installation. The flat roof gradient
should be sufficient to allow effective rainwater run-off; otherwise,
even without ingress, the weight of water pooling can lead to
deflection and numerous subsequent issues.
Of course, other roof types, such as pitched or barrel roofs, will
suffer their own range of complications; however, problems with
pooling water are not among these. This distinct disadvantage is
one of several that can lead to serious problems falling within
that troublesome 10%. The most common problems can be split
into three separate categories.

and size dependent upon that material’s
characteristics. This can result in roof weakness
due to different expansion and contraction rates
of the materials, allowing for water ingress
through developing gaps. Moreover, this category
includes areas where two metals may meet.
Dissimilar metals exposed to continuous
weathering can potentially lead to galvanic
corrosion which deteriorates the roof’s protection,
loosening the materials and once again leading
to issues like leaking.
Joints and seams
Joints and seams spell considerable trouble for
many roofs, predominantly due to the effects of
movement. All buildings will feature a degree of
movement as a result of thermal expansion,
contraction and wind, making joints and seams
one of the most vulnerable areas. Resulting gaps
or lips can be created, increased further by wind
uplift, which may allow water ingress or
exposure of unprotected materials to corrosion
and weathering.
Found whenever two materials meet, joints and
seams are unavoidable on the roof and are
particularly prevalent on roofs covered using
traditional materials, such as felt or bitumen.
Continuous exposure to the elements can lead to
delamination of the roof covering, creating areas
of vulnerability, such as lips. Similarly, parapet

Metals seams are often neglected and can develop
cut-edge corrosion

Unlike other problem areas in this category,
cut-edge corrosion does not stem from two
materials meeting. In fact, it falls into this
category as it is an uncoated seam of metal
that, left exposed, will corrode and result in
the damage spreading as the metal is slowly
eaten away. Corrugated metal roofs are
susceptible as they are cut and whenever the
edges do not receive protection - meaning
when cut-edge corrosion begins - it is
important to treat it as soon as possible. In
certain instances, roof sheets need to be
removed and replaced, which is expensive.

Dissimilar materials

Flat roofs can suffer from pooling
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Over time, flexible roofing materials can become
brittle and crack

With regards to immediate damage, working
on roofs is also a common way in which
damage can occur. As highlighted before, one
of the key selling points of flat roofs is the
ability to carry out maintenance and
inspection easily.
Whether it derives from maintenance or
rooftop developments such as HVAC
installation, extensions or rooftop fire
escapes, the foot traffic over flat roofs can
lead to immediate damage of the roofing
substrate, through piercing and general wear,
where this has not been planned for.
Eliminating the troublesome 10%

Most roofs form a veritable patchwork of materials, including
anything from glass and plastics, to masonry and metals.
Industrial roofs can be particularly troublesome as they feature a
multitude of pipes, heating units and other protrusions that make
the roof geometry complex to cover effectively. Whatever the
combination of roofing materials is, ensuring long-term adhesion
and sealing between all these dissimilar materials is crucial;
however, it can prove problematic.
Flashings fall into this category and are a common part of both
flat and pitched roofs, where metal, brick and felt or bitumen can
often all meet. Exposed to varying temperatures and weather
conditions, these materials can react differently, altering shape

Lastly, roofs are susceptible to various forms
of damage, both in the immediate and long
term. Long-term damage will generally arise if
roofing is left unmaintained, to suffer from
aging and neglect. Over time, flexible roof
coverings are subjected to the environment
and constant UV exposure, expanding and
contracting, and at the end of their life can
become brittle and lose their former
flexibility, making them prone to cracking.
In addition to weathering, wildlife can have a
detrimental effect on roofing materials, as
bird litter can chemically attack the plastic
coating on some roofing systems. High levels
can cause damage and subsequent
deterioration of the lining which can
potentially lead to leaks or exposure of metal
to corrosion.

Roof flashings can prove problematic due to the amount
of dissimilar materials

The Troublesome Ten Percent

Other forms of damage

For the majority of these problems, it is
possible to find a repair solution. Certainly
the advent of liquid and cold-applied roofing
materials has opened up a number of options
in this regard. Before the roof becomes too
damaged to refurbish, leaving costly
replacement as the only option, it is better to
consider all available repair methods in the
cause of eliminating the troublesome ten
percent.
Seams around skylights and roof protrusions can cause roof vulnerabilities
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Innovative Youth Centre is Regenerated
A building dubbed ‘the most modern youth centre in
Britain’ when it was built 50 years ago is again ‘state-ofthe-art’, following a refurbishment to set it up for decades
to come. Universal Connections East Kilbride (originally
The Key Youth Centre), was built in 1966 as a futuristic
experiment, featuring distinctive roof designs. It now has
other ‘futuristic’ features in the unique Protan vacuum
system and Protan prefabricated membrane on the roofs.
South Lanarkshire Council specified single ply for the
project, to deliver longevity and to be adhered to the
existing concrete deck and bitumen felt overlay. Contractor
Curtis Moore suggested different treatments for each roof
section, to deliver the long life sought and to minimise disruption, as the building would be remaining
open. A combination of Protan’s prefabricated system on the higher roof, and the vacuum system on
the lower roof were chosen. Curtis Moore’s Operations Director Alex Miller explained: “In our opinion,
using an adhered solution wasn’t suitable. With Protan’s vacuum system, the stronger the wind, the
tighter the ‘grip’ the membrane has.” Protan is the only single ply membrane manufacturer in Europe
to have developed a vacuum system, and a prefabricated option. Contact Protan on 01925 658001
or email customercare@protan.co.uk.
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Mosque Roof Receives Waterproof Repairs
The Shah Jahan Mosque, UK, was the first to be established in
Western Europe outside of Muslim Spain, and has stood for a
staggering 127 years. Possessing such historical and religious
associations, the mosque now has the honour of being a Grade-II
listed building. The green dome had become an integral part of Shah
Jahan Mosque’s heritage. However, over 127 years the zinc dome
had become significantly damaged, including several large holes, due
to weathering and corrosion of the metal. All of this damage had led
to rainwater leaking into the mosque, causing unwanted disruption.
Due to the thin- and through-wall defects in the already fragile zinc
dome, it was believed to be impossible to weld repairs without
causing additional damage. As a result, a cold-applied alternative was
recommended. Starting with the most severely damaged areas, the
dome’s profile was rebuilt using Belzona 1121 (Super XL-Metal).
Then the seamless, liquid-applied, roofing membrane, Belzona 3111
(Flexible Membrane), was installed across the entire surface. The
Specialist Works Manager commented on behalf of the Shah Jahan
Mosque, saying: “The works carried out look incredible. Thank you
from both myself and our client at the Mosque.”

Marlborough College Renovation:
Icopal has it Covered

Marlborough College’s £3.1m North Block
refurbishment project was a challenging
operation involving the reroofing of a Grade II
listed block. Due to its strong, reinforced
structure, Icopal’s Monarflex® Kederflex HFFR
temporary roof and façade covering system was
installed – acting as a climate shield offering
both effective cover from rain and snow, and
from the sun’s harmful UV rays. The roofing of
North Block took three months, so there was a
significant period during which the building
would have been open to the elements if it
hadn’t been for the protection capabilities of
Kederflex containment sheeting. Its Wiltshire
location means Marlborough College is
susceptible to gale force conditions during
certain months, and Kederflex offered respite
from this. With a unique eyelet fastening system
specific to Monarflex® products it is possible to
secure Kederflex sheeting to the centre of a
working area and therefore lower the likelihood
of disturbance from higher wind speeds.
Kederflex’s offering extends beyond basic
protection - once installed the ideal working
conditions are present, with the material
allowing in plenty of natural light, despite the
special
white
flame-retardant
tinting.
Furthermore, Kederflex has a more pleasing
aesthetic finish than traditional-style tin
sheeting.
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Being ‘Green’ Puts Care ‘In The
Pink’

Capacity to care is on the increase with the
completion of a new, ‘green’ home in
Edinburgh. The £8million, 80-bedroomed, twostorey Manor Grange delivers ‘whole life’
nursing care in a home from home
environment, in the suburb of Pinkhill,
overlooking a golf course. Its location
prompted designers Yeoman McAllister
Architects to specify a green-coloured roof.
Budgetary constraints led to contractor Hart
Builders and roofing subcontractor Strathisla
Roofing to devise an innovative solution - use of
Protan single ply membrane in copper green.
Over 1700m2 of Protan SE1.6mm standard
overlap has been mechanically fixed to the
metal deck to create the fifth façade. Explained
Strathisla’s Kevin Easson: “A living green roof
was originally specified, but we had to come up
with an alternative. The local planners insisted
the roof should be green, to blend in with the
surrounding landscape. The fact we could
order Protan membrane in verdigris green as a
standard colour enabled us to value engineer a
viable alternative.” Designed to cope with
extreme weather conditions, Protan SE
membranes achieve durability for up to 30
years.
For more information contact Protan on 01925
658001, email customercare@protan.co.uk or
visit www.protan.co.uk.
Enquiry
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Grey is the New White!
There is an undeniable trend within the housebuilding market from
white towards colour when choosing replacement windows, doors and
roofline products. Freefoam are seeing these market forces converting
into sales, with a significant increase in orders for Anthracite Grey
fascia and soffit during the last year. Architects, specifiers, builders
and developers can now create a fully coordinated roofline for their
clients by offering Freefoam’s new Anthracite Gutter. Introduced last
year, the Anthracite Grey rainwater range is an exact match (RAL
No.7016) to the already popular fascia and soffit products, and
coordinates with many popular shades of window frames and door
finishes. With a 77mm depth and a 116mm width, the Deep gutter is
designed to manage the increasing levels of rainfall being experienced
throughout the UK. Available with matching fittings including Union
Brackets, Running Outlets and Hoppers, and manufactured using coextruded PVC-U, the Freefoam Freeflow range offers a long-lasting,
leak-free, no fade, low-maintenance solution, all with a 10-year
guarantee. Like the existing Freeflow rainwater system, Freefoam
manufacture Anthracite Grey products using the co-extrusion method
to create a white interior and darker exterior colours. All products are listed online at
www.freefoam.com.
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Saint-Gobain PAM UK Extends Vortx Roof Drainage Range
Ironworks firm Saint-Gobain PAM UK has extended its
range of cast iron Vortx roof outlets to include 88o and
45o angled outlets with flat and domed grates for flat
roofs. The new range is available in three sizes with a
4”, 3” or 2” BSP threaded joint, with a range of spigot
adaptors including concentric and eccentric to
connect to smaller pipe diameters. Designed and
manufactured for a long durable life, the cast iron flat
grates are sheradised, the domed grates are polyester
coated and the bodies of the outlets have a grey epoxy
coating. Mike Rawlings, Marketing Manager for SaintGobain PAM UK, said: “These cast iron roof outlets
provide a hardwearing and anti-corrosive option for a
long life. In common with other Vortx roof outlets, the
new range has been flow tested in accordance with EN1253 and will connect to most drainage
systems on the market.” The Vortx range consists of floor, roof and shower drainage products and a
range of stainless steel channels and gullies. For further information about Vortx roof outlets visit
www.pam-vortx.co.uk.
Enquiry
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Firestone EPDM Provides Top Class Solution for Girls’ School

Working at Height

Top Five Priorities to Protect Workers
from Falls from Height
Falls from height remain the most common cause of workplace fatality. In fact, HSE statistics
state that in 2015/16, 144 workers were killed at work – of which, just over a quarter were
accounted for by a fall. Bradley Markham, managing director at Bull Products shares his
top five priorities to safeguard operatives working at height.

4. Prevent unauthorised access – Whilst trying to protect your
employees, it’s easy to forget about the public who can cause
additional problems and jeopardise the safety of your staff.
Intruders on construction sites are still a major issue and can
cause serious problems including raising costs and ruining a
company’s reputation. Make sure there’s no unauthorised
access to the roof by removing or blocking off access and
using robust site security measures.

1. Training – It’s so important for contractors to provide training for all staff
working at height. Employees need to be aware of and familiar with the risks
involved, and be fully trained on how to use equipment safely.
Staff should always be properly supervised when training and subsequently
when working at height to ensure that safe methods are put into practice.

5. Plan and keep track – Before any project has begun, you
should have a fall protection plan in place. Fall hazards should
be clearly identified and mitigated before work begins. This
will help manage any hazards and focus on avoidance and
prevention. But it’s also necessary to plan for emergencies so
that any falls that have been arrested are swiftly and safely
recovered from.
Don’t forget to keep a record of any hazards from start to finish
– this will help monitor and control the hazards, and will also
ensure a smooth and above all safe method of working
throughout the project.

2. Risk assessment – For every project, no matter what the height of the drop is,
it is imperative to identify all the risks involved ahead of the work commencing.
Did you know falls account for more deaths and serious injuries in construction
than any other kind of accident, with roofers accounting for 24%? It’s important
to carry out a full risk assessment and ensure everyone involved is aware of the
risks and fall hazards. More importantly, these risks should be clearly
communicated and if they cannot be avoided then a method statement should
show how they will be controlled for every worker, at every stage of the job.
Some things that should be considered during the assessment include:
l

The layout and size of the workplace.

l

The type of work that will be carried out and how long the job will take.

l

The number of people and plant on the work site.

l

The conditions of work, i.e. are there sloping surfaces, will it rain? Are
there any electrical hazards or potential falling materials?

l

How easy is it to access equipment from where the work will take place?

l

How strong is the roof? Is it safe enough to support a person’s weight? Is
it a fragile roof? How will it be accessed? Are there rooflights or
temporary openings?

3. Invest in the right equipment and workwear – Over 60% of fatal injuries in the
construction industry involve falls from scaffolds, roof edges and fragile roofs.
One of your priorities should be investing in the right equipment and workwear
including harnesses, hard hats and fall arrest systems. In fact, studies on fall
arrest systems have shown that they can prevent many deaths and injuries.
Additionally they have a range of benefits including providing a cost-effective
solution, easy installation, they are waterproof and have a long life span.
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Firestone’s RubberGard EPDM single ply roofing
membrane has been used to refurbish three flat
roof areas at South Wiltshire Grammar School in
Salisbury as part of a programme of roof
upgrades at the school. The school has
numerous buildings on site, added over the
years. Firestone Authorised Contractor Saul
Bros was tasked with carrying out major repairs
to the tiled pitched roof on the main building
and refurbishing three flat roofs on the same
building. All works needed to be carried out
during school holidays and provide a high
quality, robust finish with an extended service life. Having used Firestone’s RubberGard EPDM
membrane on previous schemes, Saul Bros recommended it as the ideal solution for a rapid install
and long service life on the three flat roofs. The technical team at Firestone worked closely with Saul
Bros to develop a technical specification for the roofs, ensuring efficient use of materials and a
durable, hard-wearing finish. The existing bituminous roof coverings were prepared to receive the new
waterproofing system. Debris and areas with poor laminar strength were removed and the surface
made good for adhesion of the new ISOGARD HD cover boards.
Enquiry 44

Catnic SSR2 Roof Installed for Bradley Boating Business
When Planet Architecture required a quick to install
roofing system for The Moorings, a house and office in
Bradley undergoing a complete demolition and rebuild,
the team opted for the SSR2 Roofing and Cladding
system from Catnic. The lightweight system helped
ensure the building was weathertight as quickly as
possible and also met the aesthetic juxtaposition the
architect sought to achieve against the surrounding
countryside. The Moorings, on the Leeds and Liverpool
Canal, is home to a small barge hire business, Snaygill
Boats. Snaygill’s previous bungalow needed a major
redevelopment and, as such, was demolished and rebuilt
by building and interior specialist Little England. Catnic’s pre-coated metal standing seam SSR2
Roofing and Cladding system is a cost-effective alternative to traditional copper and zinc systems and
is seven times lighter than traditional roof tiles. Designed to last in excess of 40 years with BBA
Certification, the SSR2 Roofing and Cladding system is an innovative, lightweight and sustainable
solution for conventional pitched roofs as low as 5°. The panels are 100% recyclable, with a carbon
footprint three times lower than some of the leading eco-designed urban roofing products. For more
information visit www.catnic.com.
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Bilco Smoke Vents Keep Shoppers Safe at TK MAXX
Bell Building Projects has installed three Bilco ESW-50REM
smoke vents, complete with 1RPREM-01 controls, in the new
TK MAXX store at Hamilton Retail Park, Glasgow. John
Murphy, Estimator at Bell Building Projects, said: “The TK
MAXX project involved adding a 200m2 extension to an
existing retail unit and extensive internal configuration. As
always with retail projects creating a space that is as safe as
possible for staff and customers was essential, so we wanted
a quality smoke vent - and with Bilco you know that is what you
are getting.” Bilco’s ESW-50REM smoke vents are
manufactured to comply with all the latest regulations,
including the Construction Products Regulation 305/2011,
are supplied CE marked and with a Declaration of Conformity.
Linear actuators open the cover to the fire open position of
140°, while wind deflectors protect the opening to ensure
maximum smoke ventilation. Specially designed EDPM sponge gasketing and fully welded joints on
the cover and curb ensure weather tightness of the ESW-50REM smoke vent. The ESW-50REM model
also features the Bil-Clip flashing system to quickly and easily secure single-ply roofing material to
Bilco roof products. For more information visit www.bilco.com.
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Sika Waterproof Roof System Offers Full Protection
and ‘Right Look’ for Stylish City Hotel

Established in 2001, Bull Products is an independently owned
manufacturer and importer of fire protection, fall arrest and
first aid equipment, spill control and a range of other life-saving
products for the construction industry.
Its mission is to innovate, manufacture and source quality
products, interwoven with unparalleled delivery time response
and after-sales services for the end user.

More Team Developments at AWMS
Alumasc Water Management Solutions (AWMS) continues
to grow and develop its team with the appointment of
Barrie Smith as new Area Sales Manager of London and
the South East, and the promotion of Pete Hickman to
Area Sales Manager for the North. Barrie joins from Graf
UK Ltd, where he worked for eight years as Area Sales
Manager responsible for its Stormwater Management,
Sewage Treatment and Rainwater Harvesting Systems
products. He has built extensive experience in dealing
with architects, specifiers, distributors and builders’
merchants. Barrie said: “I look forward to developing my
knowledge and gaining new skills.”

For the building of an artistic and contemporary aparthotel in the heart of
Edinburgh’s thriving cultural district, architects required a roof which offered
optimum waterproof protection as well as the aesthetic properties to
complement a Listed façade. Sika-Trocal’s full turnkey solution, incorporating
the high-quality Type S system membrane and Innofix insulation was specified
by Allan Murray Architects, with main contractors, McAleer and Rushe.
Suitable for mechanically fastened roofs in both new build and
refurbishments, Sika-Trocal Type S is generally regarded as the most rapid
and economic system to install. The unreinforced nature of Type S membrane
offers exceptional malleability and allowed complex detailing to be completed
to an exceptional standard on the 1,400m2 roof. Sika-Trocal’s foil-faced INNOfix 140mm insulation,
provided by Building Innovation, was also installed. INNOfix and tissue-faced INNObond are high
performance rigid thermoset polyisocyanurate (PIR) insulants manufactured with zero Ozone
Depletion Potential (ODP) and low Global Warming Potential (GWP). Sub-contractor Single Ply
Services received the benefits of ‘one stop shop’ purchasing from Sika – including fewer site
deliveries, no time lost awaiting product deliveries and the reassurance that materials would be with
them as planned. For more information call 01707 394444, or visit www.sika.co.uk.
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Pete joined in 2014 to be part of AWMS’ newly formed
Merchant Support Team, covering the North and
Scotland. This was a new role, introduced to support
merchant customers helping them with site surveys,
product training, trade mornings, marketing initiatives
and branch incentives.
In January Pete was promoted to his new position of Area
Sales Manager for the North. He said: “It’s a privilege to
be part of a proactive organisation that puts a lot of effort
into helping its staff progress.” For more information visit
www.alumascwms.co.uk or call 0808 100
Enquiry 10
2008.

Engineered Solutions Take Over
from Natural Wood

David Connacher, Norbord Brand Manager
In an age when most building products are
mass-produced, natural timber has a unique position in
the industry. Like all products of nature, timber is
neither consistent nor free of defects. Today’s building
industry expects high levels of precision and for
structures to be right first time. The response has been
to develop engineered wood products, manufactured by
bonding pieces of wood fibre together to produce a
homogenous product. Wood panel products such as
MDF and particleboard are the best-known examples of
engineered wood. Oriented Strand Board (OSB),
however, provides the best example of how timber’s
natural strength can be enhanced through an
engineered process. Thin flakes of softwood fibre,
coated with resin, are layered to create a bed of loose
fibres, each layer orientated so the fibres overlap in
different directions. The fibre mat is compressed under
great pressure, and heat applied to cure the resin. The
resulting board is stiff and strong, the fibres oriented in
such a way as to maximise bending resistance.
SterlingOSB, the leading brand of OSB, is a vital
component in many Modern Methods of Construction
(MMCs).
For further information call 01786 812 921 or visit
www.norbord.co.uk.

Enquiry 17
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Glendyne Complements
Prestigious Property

Market Trends

Stand-Out Purchasers Demand
Outstanding Products
Colin St. John, Commercial Director at Freefoam.
Whilst the core business for merchants is
firmly anchored in construction ‘commodities’
– necessities, in fact – there’s little doubt
that pressure to deliver variety and choice,
beyond the basics, will continue to grow.
The impetus is from both sides of the supply
and demand equation. Today’s consumers
want to be seen as individuals, as no longer
part of a ‘mass market’. They actively pursue
diversity and marketers are using technology
to connect with what they want.
This confirmed trend towards individuality, or
personalisation, will only increase, as
internet, social media and online retail
platforms revolutionise access to product
information and choice.
Clearly, online retailing facilitates
presentation of choice, technical information
and even user tutorials. According to the
Specifier Insight Report, 99% of UK specifiers
were already doing their product research
online. The same, fast route to product
knowledge is available to the homeowner.
Offline, the DIY sheds are decked out with
products that appeal to consumers from a
purely decorative, or aesthetic standpoint,
tapping-in to simple human desires to
improve and enhance our way of life. This
expansive retail approach also extends to
building essentials, where choice is clearly
evident in terms of material, quantity, size,
finish and other factors.
Choice
The desire for choice, whether exercised by
the architect, specifier, developer, tradesman
or homeowner, is stronger than ever, almost
compelling merchants to satisfy the
requirement, or lose ground to those who do.
Colour is, of course, one of the common ways
to achieve differentiation in design and
construction. It is a means to an end in times
where individuality, personalisation and nonconformity are increasingly impacting the
building materials market.
However, colour can present technical
difficulties, affecting the performance, not just
the appearance, of building materials. In the
past, manufacturers of PVC-U window
profiles and roofline products were willing to
provide a colour choice with their range –
just so long as the choice was white.
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As in the surface coatings industry, the reason
for the virtual monopoly of white, as a
colouring for exterior PVC-U products, was that
the light reflection and dispersion qualities of
titanium dioxide pigment offered good UV
resistance, without presenting a colourfastness
problem. In short, white PVC-U delivered
lasting performance and appearance in outdoor
applications.
Style and definition
Thankfully, the technology has moved on, such
that manufacturers that have geared
themselves to supply coloured roofline products
can meet virtually any colour specification. In
the case of manufacturers, FreeFoam, this
capability covers PVC-U and PVC-UE fascia,
soffit, window boards, external and internal
cladding, and rainwater systems, where the
company has developed Colormax technology
to ensure colourfastness and guaranteed long
service life.
These products are also hard-wearing, scratch
resistant and facilitate colour matching to other
materials. This facility allows the product range
to add style and definition to domestic,
commercial and industrial buildings, not just
by offering a wide variety of profiles but also
through colour variation.
While new colour technology is a good
example of investment in research and
development, manufacturers need to continue
innovating to maintain successful relationships
with stockists and installers. Independent
businesses, in particular, have the agility and
capability to react to customer needs and
emerging trends in the building products

market. They can also embody a pro-active
approach, taking the initiative to develop and
launch new concepts.
For example, within its rainwater product
portfolio, Freefoam was first to develop a coextruded gutter with a white interior to
minimise heat absorption in order to reduce
expansion/contraction movement and leaks.
It also developed a long life, no-leak, nosqueak gutter seal, and was first to provide
protective tape on downpipes, so they survive
knocks in transit and can be installed without
scratches.
In a stream of other industry firsts, the
company was also the first to offer a 50-year
lifetime guarantee, offer extended guarantees
and also headed the field in switching to
lead-free materials and increasing UV
protection.
To a large extent these developments have
sprung from working closely with merchants
and paying specific attention to their
requirements and those of their customers.
They offer the possibility for merchants to
expand their product offering in response to
proliferating demand for choice, whether in
colour, design or any other form.
Clearly it is possible to provide stockists with
the products to meet these changes in the
market, by innovating and expanding product
range. It is also important for manufacturers to
have the necessary responsiveness and levels
of service in place. That means excelling in
supply chain management, quality systems
and technical support – helping stockists to
meet the challenges of changing customer
demand head-on.

Cembrit Glendyne, a top of the range natural
roofing slate from Canada, has added distinctive
style, character and impressive performance to a
newly built private house in Northop Hall village,
Flintshire. The four bedroom detached house is
designed to blend seamlessly into the
surrounding countryside and features an
attractive pitched roof with five pediments, five
velux windows, two valleys and some lower roof
slopes. Jewson’s Buckley branch supplied
240m2 of Cembrit Glendyne to Flintshire-based
roofing contractor, Daniel Crossley who selected
508x254 blue-grey Cembrit Glendyne natural
slates, installing 4,500 on the project. The slates
were fixed using copper nails in line with best
practice and long-term durability of the roof.
Says Daniel Crossley: “We chose Glendyne for its
consistency, as that makes it easier to install, as
well as the aesthetic appearance and durability.
The end result is impressive and Glendyne really
brings out the character of the property.”
Glendyne is a high quality slate that combines
first-class performance with all the inherent
beauty of natural slate, making it the ideal
‘natural’ choice for specifiers and roofers.
Available exclusively from Cembrit, Glendyne is a
distinctive
blue-grey
colour.
Contact
www.cembrit.co.uk, email sales@cembrit.co.uk
or tel: +44 (0) 208 320 1184.
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Kingspan Insulated Panels Achieves BES 6001
Kingspan Insulated Panels’ continual commitment to
responsible business practices has been recognised with the
achievement of BES 6001: Responsible Sourcing of
Construction Products certification. Developed by BRE
Global, the standard provides an exacting framework of
issues manufacturers must address to ensure responsible
sourcing of construction materials. This includes
organisational governance and supply chain management,
in addition to environmental and social elements. All wall
and roof panels manufactured at Kingspan Insulated Panel’s
Holywell and Sherburn manufacturing facilities have been certified to BES 6001 ‘Very Good’, with
particular success in the Greenhouse Gas and Resource Use categories of the scoring table. This
provides clear assurance that the products are constructed from raw materials which meet the highest
levels of responsible sourcing practice. Additionally, the BES 6001 certification means that the
Kingspan Insulated Panel products can also contribute towards the award of credits within BREEAM
assessments. Phil Smith, Managing Director at Kingspan Insulated Panels, said: “We are immensely
proud to see our products meet the BES 6001 standard and, using the feedback from the process, we
are looking forward to further develop our approach.” For further information, call +44 (0) 1352
716100, email info@kingspanpanels.com or visit www.kingspanpanels.co.uk.
Enquiry 34

Happy Days for Activity Centre Thanks to IKO’s Fix That Hut Scheme
The Team Oasis ‘Happy Days’ Activity
Centre in Toxteth, Liverpool is the latest
group to benefit from IKO’s Fix That Hut
scheme. The scheme, which has been
running since 2006, has helped renovate
multiple rundown buildings at the heart of
local communities. In order to help the
community ‘fix their hut,’ IKO donated
primer, underlay, cap sheets and IKOslate,
which a team of volunteer roofers used to
repair the roof. Team Oasis was founded in
2003 to offer children the chance to escape
the negative influences around them, and
enjoy a variety of exciting activities and projects. Toxteth has the highest rate of child poverty in the
UK and the worst statistics for crime and all its associated issues, so the centre is a lifeline for young
people experiencing great social and economic disadvantage. Team Oasis vigorously strives to open up
and promote alternative positive pathways away from the temptations of crime. IKO’s new roof was the
latest project in the ongoing renovation of what was, when Team Oasis moved in, a very dilapidated
building. For more information on IKO’s Fix That Hut scheme visit the website www.ikogroup.co.uk.

Enquiry 36

Energy Efficient, Low Maintenance Student
Accommodation for Highlands University
Some of the highest-performing, technically-advanced thermal
membrane products have been supplied by the A. Proctor Group
Ltd for a new build student accommodation project in the
Scottish highlands for the University of the Highlands & Islands
(UHI). A key factor in the design by architects, 360 Architecture,
was ensuring that the materials chosen required minimal
maintenance and that the building continues to enhance its
setting over the course of its lifetime. The buildings used Val-UTherm® a unique, closed-panel, factory-insulated, timber frame
system with class-leading thermal performance and
manufactured off-site by Scotframe Timber Engineering. The Val-U-Therm wall, roof and floor systems
in combination with the high-performance breather membranes from the A. Proctor Group give the
finished structure outstanding thermal efficiency. Roofshield pitched roof underlay was chosen for
the roof because it has an extremely high degree of vapour permeability, as well as air permeability,
so will still perform in conditions in which air tight alternatives will not. Scotframe also chose
Reflectashield TF 0.81 and Reflectatherm Plus to restrict the passage of water vapour and enhance
the energy efficiency of the building envelope. Email contact@proctorgroup.com, call +44 (0) 1250
872261 or see www.proctorgroup.com.
Enquiry 39

Kemperol Keeps London’s Silos Functional
Kemper System’s Kemperol 2K-PUR solvent-free and
odourless waterproofing membrane has been used to
refurbish an 85 metre high food silo on an exposed location
next to London’s River Thames. Working with Capital
Roofing Co Ltd of Blackheath in Greenwich, the client, ADM
UK, needed a swift refurbishment of a leaking silo
containing linseed. Capital Roofing chose Kemperol 2KPUR to refurbish the roof and expansion joints of the silo
because of its ease of application in the difficult to access
project. The contractors installed Kemper’s liquid system
on top of the existing felt roof. After cleaning and priming
the substrate, the Kemperol 2K-PUR resin was applied in a
single, wet-on-wet process. The system formed a seamless,
elastomeric waterproof membrane that cannot delaminate,
is UV stable, and creates a strong bond directly to the substrate. Chris Shulver at Capital Roofing said:
“This tricky project required a durable waterproofing solution that was quick and easy to apply given
the location of the silo. Not only did Kemper’s Kemperol 2K-PUR system offer these benefits, but we
provided peace of mind to the end client that the solution would ensure a completely seamless and
durable waterproofing solution for many years to come – even in its exposed location.”

Enquiry 41

Leadwork In Focus: BLM Launch
2017 Photo Competition

BLM British Lead, the UK’s leading manufacturer
of rolled lead sheet, are inviting leadworkers and
roofing contractors to enter a new photo
competition, focussing on unique and striking
lead photography from impressive and inspiring
projects. The firm wants to see pictures of
unusual and interesting detail, from small to
significant volume projects. Similarly, they invite
photos of more common application detailing,
shot from unusual angles or in an unusual
setting. The judging panel of BLM employees
plus independent judges from the Lead Sheet
Association (LSA) – the foremost independent
authority on the design, specification and
application of rolled lead sheet for the
construction industry - will choose one winning
entry and two runners-up. The winner can choose
either a Virgin Experience Days Gift Card to the
value of £250 or an LSA Training Gift Voucher
worth £250. The winner and the two runners-up
will each receive a set of BLM Lead tools and tool
bag plus the latest LSA manual. The winning
images will be published on BLM’s website and
social media. The competition runs until Friday
29th September 2017 and is open to UK
residents over 18. For more information visit
www.britishlead.co.uk/photoupload.

Enquiry 40
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Alumasc Skyline Adds Finishing
Touch to Assisted Living Complex

Alumasc Skyline was recently chosen by
contractors Tetraclad to design and supply
bespoke soffits and fascia for the assisted living
complex Greenfields in Leighton Buzzard. The
development is made up of 82 one and two
bedroomed apartments, designed for over 55s.
The apartments are available for rental or
shared ownership. Alumasc Skyline designed,
manufactured and supplied tailored soffit and
fascia products for the entrance hall and a
circular feature at the back of the building. Matt
Swaffer, Contracts Manager at Tetraclad,
explained: “We needed fascia and soffits for the
curved structure which wouldn’t be available offthe-shelf. So we called Skyline’s Technical Sales
Manager Ivan Colvil to provide a suitable
solution.” Ivan said: “The challenge was to
design
a
system
to
the
customer’s
requirements, which was to fit the curved outline
of the entrance hall. Once the drawings were
completed and the product manufactured, I
visited the site to advise on installation and help
with any queries. The job was finished within six
weeks, from first site visit to delivery.” To find
out how Alumasc Skyline’s bespoke solutions
can benefit your domestic or commercial
projects, call 0808 100 2008 or visit
www.alumascwms.co.uk.
Enquiry
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The roof refurbishment of Kirkgate Market in Leeds is a
story of problem solving. Protech Roofing and Sarnafil
Plus delivered an exemplary solution, allowing the market
to remain open throughout. Europe’s largest covered
market, Kirkgate has 800 stalls, attracting 100,000
visitors a week. As part of a £14m refurbishment, the
leaking roof, over both halls, needed renewing while the
building was operational. Sarnafil Plus asserted the
benefits of a Sarnafil system, technical support and
guarantee. Following this, Protech Roofing, a registered
Sarnafil contractor, spent hours visiting the site and
attending meetings. Eamonn Cahill, Interserve Senior Project Manager, said: “The Sika Sarnafil
membrane has given the market hall roofs the durability to keep the building weatherproof for years
to come.” The original specification called for existing felt waterproofing to be removed back to the
metal decking. However, this would cause disruption and not be guaranteed watertight. Protech
recommended a mechanically fastened Sarnafil system to be overlayed onto the existing substrate.
The nine-month project saw a team working on the roof through rain and temperatures over 27°C,
without waterproofing being compromised. For more information on Sika Sarnafil, call 01707
394444, email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit http://gbr.sarnafil.sika.com/.

Industry Events
14-17 April
RICS Building Surveying Conference 2017
The annual flagship RICS Building Surveying Conference. Tech
info, key topic guidance, professional development. CPD points.
2016: 600+ attendees. £230-320 http://bit.ly/1iINEXX
(www.rics.org)
2-3 May 2017

All-Energy 2017
All renewable and sustainable technologies. Full seminar and
conference programme.
2016: 8,250 visitors, 385 exhibitors
The SECC, Glasgow, Scotland www.all-energy.co.uk
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Science Flagship ‘Pro-tected’ with State-of-the-Art Roofing Technology
A flagship facility which will enable energy research and
development is using advanced ‘green’ technology in its building.
Willmott Dixon has refurbished the existing building on the
University of Chester’s Thornton Science Park to create a new,
multi-million-pound Intelligent Energy System Demonstrator
(IESD). The project includes upgrading the five-storey building’s
roof. Sub-contractor Range Roofing used Protan single ply
polymer membrane, secured using a combination of traditional
mechanical fix systems and the innovative SFS intec isoweld 3000
system. Range Roofing’s Nick Haves explained: “The main plan
area is timber, so we could use traditional mechanical fixing
techniques; the other element is a concrete slab overlaid with
infill material, plus over the years there have been several repairs
undertaken. As a result the thickness varies massively across the
roof. It also had a variety of fall across its span, and screed. We therefore needed a method that
delivered optimum adjustability, hence our choice of isoweld.” He added: “Protan’s ability to provide
wider material was a big benefit too, giving us greater flexibility in our positioning of the fixings, not
necessarily at close centres, yet still ensuring the roof would perform. It also offers
environmental benefits.”
Enquiry 26

MSA Safety’s V-FORM Harness Raises the Bar with High-Spec Solution
MSA Safety is launching its V-FORM safety harness, a high-specification and competitively priced fall
protection harness that offers features and strengths that reinforce the
company’s position as the leading name in PPE. The V-FORM harness is the first
product available in the new V range of products, named after the iconic V-Gard
safety helmet developed by MSA in 1962 and makes outstanding work-at-height
safety accessible to all at an exceptional price. Designed to be comfortable, light
and easy to use, the V-FORM harness combines simplicity with safety in a
streamlined harness that can be fastened securely and released quickly. An
intuitive design ensures correct fitting first time, every time. Features include:
l Tailored to requirements with either 3 or 5-point adjustment
l High-visibility alert to show if the equipment has been used in a fall
l Sub-pelvic strap for more even weight distribution
l Certified to take 140 kg
l Comfortable to wear and work in all day
l Advanced manufacture and materials to optimise durability
l Velcro label protector
l 10-year lifespan
Available now, for further information contact 01380 732700 or visit
MSAsafety.com.
Enquiry 29

Roofing Contractor Keeping Quiet About Magply
A Colchester-based roofing contractor has been using
Magply Recovery boards as part of a high specification
build-up, providing its operatives with a relatively quiet
means of carrying out re-roofing works to school
classrooms during lesson times. RT Roofing Services
specialises in the education sector and carries out up to
20 large-scale upgrade projects for premises across
London and the South East each year, with its current
contract focussing on Herts and Essex High School in
Bishops Stortford. Instead of scabbling smooth the old
covering of asphalt and chippings on the Bishops
Stortford buildings, RT Roofing proposed to simply
sweep away any loose material and begin the over-roofing with a layer of 6mm thick Magply, bonded
down in hot bitumen. This offered a sound flat surface on which to install a Langley built-up felt
system. Owner of RT Roofing Services, Richard Tebbutt, commented: “Because Magply is noncombustible, any excess bitumen can simply be burned off before the vapour barrier is installed as
part of a Langley approved system.” Magply carries internationally-recognised accreditations
confirming the boards’ ability to deliver fire resistance and insulation under test conditions. Contact
Magply on 01621 776252, email sales@magply.co.uk or visit www.magply.co.uk.
Enquiry
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Diary

Sarnafil Plus Has Market Roof Covered

19 May 2017
UK Roofing Awards 2017
Competition to recognise and reward outstanding standards of
workmanship and safety in the UK roofing industry. Open to
NFRC members. Attendance circa 900 roofing contractors and
related professionals.
Park Plaza, Westminster Bridge, London
www.nfrc.co.uk/uk-roofing-awards
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Kalwall Brings Light and
Security to Gatwick Airport

SOUTH WEST/SOUTHERN AREA SALES
MANAGER

Good lighting is always essential, but sometimes
a well-lit interior also needs to be discreet when
viewed from outside. This is the case with Pier 1,
which runs alongside the baggage system and
gates at Gatwick Airport’s South Terminal
Building. The two requirements of privacy and
security have been neatly solved using Kalwall,
with the added benefit of enhancing the walkway
by creating a pleasant interior ambience. Kalwall
offers complete line-of-sight protection,
maintaining privacy for occupants while bathing
the interior with diffused daylight. It can also be
manufactured for blast resistant applications
such as in airports and other sensitive public
environments, or to protect workers in areas at
risk from explosions, such as refineries or
industrial complexes. Its inherent strength also
makes it ideal for secure locations. With heavy
duty impact resistance properties, access
through wall or rooflights can be denied while
fire and most chemicals will not affect its
surface. Apart from being specified for new build
projects, Kalwall is increasingly used for the
refurbishment of cladding or rooflights on older
buildings. Case studies and technical
information are available from Structura UK Ltd
on 01233 501 504, or visit www.structurauk.com/kalwall.

Enquiry 24

Britannia Paints is a successful, family-run business
specialising in the design, development and manufacture
of advanced coating systems for roofs, walls, floors and
sports and play surfaces.
We're proud of our products; it takes deep industry
knowledge, dedication and teamwork to deliver the quality
of service we provide to all our customers and partners,
large and small.
We're now looking for a South West/ Southern Area Sales
Manager to complement our existing team. It would be
beneficial that you have roofing/ building construction or
technical competence with coatings that include built up
liquid applied waterproofing systems. With good
negotiation and sales skills to develop and maintain new
business, we want to hear from you. We offer a competitive
salary package.

Could you be part of our team?
No agencies please.

All applications will be treated with strictest confidence.
For more information and job specification, please
contact: davidj@britanniapaints.co.uk
Britannia Paints Limited, Unit 7 /8 King Street Trading
Estate, Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 9LF
T: 01606 834015 F: 01606 837006
Enquiry 27

20-22 June 2017
Safety & Health Expo
Occupational health and safety event for H & S professionals,
co-located with IOSH conference. Includes dedicated
construction safety.
2016: 14,000 visitors, 350 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.safety-health-expo.co.uk
27-29 Jun 2017
CIH Housing Conference & Exhibition
Brings together professionals involved in house building,
contracting, funding, local authorities and housing associations.
200+ speakers, government keynotes, policy and strategy, free
seminars, speed mentoring
2016: 12,000 visitors, 132 exhibitors
Manchester Central, Manchester http://cihhousing.com/
10-12 October 2017
UK Construction Week
Nine shows under one roof for all professionals and trades
involved in the built environment. Mix of seminars,
demonstrations, debates and discussions.
2016: 30,000 visitors, 650 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com
25-26 October 2017
London Build 2017 Expo
Dedicated entirely to construction opportunities in London and
the South East of England.
Conference and workshops; Zones and Area; London
Construction Awards; Meet the Buyer.
2016: 12,913 visitors, 197 exhibitors, 800 Hosted buyers
Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com
20-21 November 2017
IOSH Conference 2017
Preminent conference for leaders in occupational safety and
health. For decision-makers to share learning and address
topical issues.
International Convention Centre, Birmingham www.iosh.co.uk
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